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an in · ible gas. It carl "ausc cancer. \ 
And it's seeping into the basements of 
thousands of Portland-area homes. 
This tin cannister could tell you everything 
you need to know about the radon where you live. 
What you don't know 
could kill you. 
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Dads, Grads and Brides ... 
June is a very busy month for gift giving. Solve 
all of your ''present'' problems at Maine's premiere 
contemporary furniture stor.e - Scandinavia House 
Den, or living room, or dorm room, 
this teak magazine rack will 
complement your life, not just 
a lifestyle. Only $40.00 
The clean, crisp Eurostyle 
design of ash in a spindle bed. 
Comfortable sleep at a com-
fortable price. Starting· at IE~~~"""=","~""""~=~~~l 
$445.00. 
Apartment or dorm space is 
always at a premium, so get 
organized with a rich, teak TV 
~~~~.~~~ and VCR stand. From just 
" $110.00 
~ ~ . 'q.V scan Inavla 
ouse 
343 Forest Ave., Portland ME, and Settler's Green 
LOOKS LIKE A BUS STATION? 
Ferry terminal glitches 
The face of Portland's water-
front continues to change. 
On May 21, Casco Bay Lines 
began operating from a new 
terminal located on the west-
ern half of the old Maine State 
Pier, next to Bath Iron Works. 
By August 1, a new car ferry, 
Machigonne II, will begin serv-
ice to Peaks Island. Tomorrow, 
June 24, the city will officially 
dedicate the new terminal. 
dent Scott Dyer, admitting that 
the new terminal was needed. 
The Machigonne II was origi-
nally schedule to begin service 
this past spring. Last Decem-
ber, however, state engineers 
determined that the dock on 
Peaks Island was not strong 
enough. "The boat fits, but it's 
too massive for the design of 
the dock. That facility isn't 
strong enough for a hard land-
ing," said Patrick Christian, 
General Manager of Casco Bay 
Island Transit District. 
Christian said that the prob-
lem was foreseen, but late in 
the process. The pier is being 
temporarily strengthened un-
til permanent reconstruction of 
the Peaks Island facility is be-
gun in the next few years. Only 
weekday car ferry service will 
be affected by the construction: 
instead of eight daily trips, there 
will be six. 
Congressman Joseph Bren-
nan will address tomorrow's 
ceremony. The new terminal 
will replace Custom House 
Wharf, which had been used 
for over a hundred years. 
"As far as appearances go, it 
doesn't hold as much nostal-
gia. I think it looks like a bus 
station, said Cliff Island resi-
Christian agrees, "Presently 
it does not have the character or 
the charm that Custom House 
Wharf had. It's a bit antiseptic. 
But, given time, it will make its 
mark on the waterfront." 
Christian feels that people 
will be more comfortable using 
a terminal that isn't visibly 
deteriorating like Custom 
House Wharf. The new loca-
tion will also mean that car and 
passenger ferries will leave 
from the same location. 
For ferry service captains, the 
new facility is less convenient, 
but workable. Casco Bay Lines' 
boats are designed for port side 
landings; the pier is designed 
for starboard side landings. In 
addition, access is narrower in 
and out of the slip and the site is 
not as protected from wind and 
currents as Custom House 
Wharf. Captain Nicholas Mava-
dones said that the narrowness 
of the slips means a little more 
maneuvering and a little more 
care. 
The city owns the pier; Casco 
Bay Island Transit District is 
the primary tenant. The total 
cost of the new facility-indud-
ing terminal, vehicle transfer 
bridge, garage, paving, land-
scaping, and reconstruction of 
the dock - was $6 million. It 
was funded · through federal 
and state grants. The city con-
tributed the site. 
Weekday car ferry serviee 
only will be affected by the 
construction. Instead of eight 
daily trips, there will be six. 
(B.5avadove) 
Inside the new casco Bay lines ferry terminal 
SAD DAYS IN SPUDVILLE 
Sweet Potato folds 
If you're in the habit of pick-
ing up Sweet Potato every 
week, you're probably wonder-
ing where this week's issue is. 
"I guess you could say," said 
editor BennieGreen, "Sweet Po-
tato has folded." 
More precisely, the staff de-
cided to continue no longer. 
"It's no secret we'd been 
having a lot of financial diffi-
culty for quite a while," said 
Green, "and it goes back to 
when we went back to a paid 
circulation, back before Dennis 
(Benoit) bought it. Billings went 
way, way down, and even 
though they came up fairly 
nicely (once Sweet Potato re-
turned to being free), there were 
always old bills. 
He said the paper tried to get 
a loan to consolidate its debt in 
the spring, but it was unsuc-
cessful. A number of people still 
are owed money, which will be 
difficult to collect. 
'1 put it to Dennis just before 
Memorial Day that he had a 
short time to find financing," 
said Green. "Ifhecould'vedone 
anything, I think he would've 
done it. I discussed this with 
the staff, and at one point, a 
week ago Monday, everybOdy 
was two paychecks behind." 
Last Thursday the staff de-
cided to continue no longer. 
Commented Green, "It was 
probably the best time of the 
year for anybody in Maine to 
be out of work," but tha t didn't 
make the decision any easier. 
(G. Santaniello) 
One of the seven protesters arrested is escorted to the paddy wagon. CBW/Joe Kievitt 
ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST 
Demolition or preservation? 
Once the backhoe began 
scraping away the brick exte-
rior at 76-78 Park St. Monday 
morning, the Portland City 
Council's limited control over 
the preservation of historic 
buildings similarly was ex-
posed publicly. 
Though those protesting the 
demolition of the 19th Century 
building pleaded for interven-
tion from Mayor Cheryl Lee-
man or for a postponement until 
the issue could be addressed at 
that night's City Council meet-
ing, neither act would have 
prevented a fait accompli. Only 
a restraining order could have 
halted the demolition, and that 
was denied over the weekend 
in Superior Court. "If you 
wanted a different result," 
remarked Corporation Coun-
sel David Loring from the side-
walk, once the demolition had 
begun, "you need a different 
ordinance." 
The current ordinance re-
garding demolition of historic 
buildings provides for a 45-day 
wait between the application 
for a demolition permit and the 
actual demolition. Its intent is 
to provide the opportunity to 
address contended demoli-
tions. But once the 45 days have 
passed, the property owner still 
may demolish. In effect, the city 
had no mechanism to prevent 
the demolition of such build-
ings, and that was at the root of 
the protesters' anger. 
"SOS: same old sorry stuff," 
said one onlooker. 
"We have an ordinance des-
ignating historic districts, but it 
has no teeth," acknowledged 
City Councilor Linda Abrom-
son. "There's nothing in itabout 
demolition or preservation or 
rehabilitation." 
The Council at Monday 
night's meeting voted for a six-
month moratorium on demol-
ishing historic build ings (to take 
effect July 21), which buys time 
either for a proposed ordinance 
addressing this issue to work 
its way through the legislative 
process, or for the Council to 
propose something else . 
The thrust of this ordinance 
is for the City Planning Depart-
ment to make recommenda-
tions to the Council regarding a 
historic district preserva tion or-
dinance, addressing such issues 
as demolition. A stricter ordi-
nance was proposed by Coun-
cilor Pam Plumb, but it was the 
one proposed by Councilor Ed 
Bernstein that passed. 
As for the affect of Monday's 
protest on the Council, "it may 
have solidified support" for a 
moratorium, said Abromson, 
"but it didn't create support. 
The support hasn't changed. 
But it made the six of us who 
supported the moratorium 
realize were not out there hang-
ing by ourselves." 
(G. Santaniello) 
As the task force turns 
Karen Sanford's resignation 
from the city's Waterfront Task 
Force last Friday picked at the 
scab that been healing the 
wound created by last year' 
waterfront referendum. The 
basis for her resignation was 
her belief that the task force 
would undermine, rather than 
implement, the five-year mora-
torium on non-marine related 
development on the waterfront. 
"I went to the first meeting, 
and all my worst fears were 
confirmed," said Sanford. "It 
was stacked with an anti-refer-
endum agenda. Person after 
person kept talking about 
"mixed use" and how the zon-
ing was only temporary. They 
were asking 'how can we mar-
ket the waterfront if we don't 
know what the zoning's going 
to be?', but we do know. That's 
what the referendum decided." 
"That's a total distortion of 
w ha t happened at the meeting," 
said City Councilor and task 
force -member Ron Dorler, 
whose membership list for the 
task force last month was ap-
proved by the Council. "In fact, 
I'm looking at the minutes of 
the meeting right now, and as 
far as I can tell only one person 
made mention of 'mixed use,' 
and that was Joe Boulos. The 
thrust of the meeting was that 
we've got to use the next five 
years to work on developing a 
vision for the waterfront." 
Largely because of Sanford's 
resignation, the issue of the task 
force's mandate was raised at 
Monday's City Council meet-
ing. Dorler, who as mayor es-
tablished the parameters for the 
task force, said he intended the 
task force to proceed with the 
"underlying understanding 
that the moratorium is in place." 
The task force's charge is to 
make recommendations to the 
City Council regarding the 
implementation of the morato-
rium. Conceivably, it could 
recommend a change in zon-
ing, which if accepted by the 
Council would set in motion 
another referendum. 
Sanford's charge, based on 
what she heard at her last 
meeting, that Dorler "stacked" 
the task force with referendum 
opponents doesn't hold water 
with Dorler. "The two people 
she said asked questions about 
mixed use were people who 
weren't appointed by myself," 
he pointed out,adding,"forher 
to remove herself when we need 
her voice makes no sense to 
me." 
(G. Santaniello) 
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Welcome to Casco·Bay Weekly, 
Portland's new, independent newsweekly. 
Casco Bay Weekly is a paper for 
people living in or concerned about the 
cities and towns of the Portland area. 
It is published by Mogul Media, Inc. 
from posh corporate headquarters at 
187 Clark Street, Portland 04102. 
Send us your event listings, your 
angry letters and especially your 
advertisements! We need to receive 
all that kind of stuff by the end of the 
Thursday prior to the issue in which 
you it want to appear. Call 775 6601. 
Casco Bay Weekly is available 
free and always will be. But if you 
would like to be mailed a copy each 
week, that will set you back $36/year. 
(Want to spend more? For the next 
99 days only we're offering "lifetime· 
subscriptions - good for your lifetime\ 
or the lifetime of Casco Bay Weekly, 
whichever comes first - al the 
incredible bargain rate of $99! Either 







• • rtng 1n 
Cellular phone service was 
switched on in Cumberland 
and Sagadahoc counties last 
week. Maine Cellular went on 
line Saturday, June 11 . Cellular 
One of Portland began com-
merdal service two days later. 
A cellular phone is not a bio-
logical entity. When a call is 
made to a cellular phone, the 
signal goes over telephone lines 
to a computerized switching 
office. Next, all the towers or 
"cell sites" are paged to loca te 
the one closest to the vehicle so 
that the call may be transferred 
- all in seconds. Mark Gartley, 
General Manager of Cellular 
One, said that the term cellular 
arises from "The ability of the 
equipment to hand off signals 
from cell to cell." Older two-
way radio systems handled 
transmissions from fewer tow-
ers serving larger areas. 
According to spokespeople 
for both companies, going on 
line was the climax of a long 
construction and licensing 
procedure. After acqUiring a 
license from the Federal Com-
munications CommisSion, each 
company built tower and in-
stalled switching gear accord-
ing to state and federal regula-
tions. The process took about 
two years. 
Maine Cellular celebrated 
with a call was placed from the 
nation's last pegboard ex-
change to a hand-held cellular 
phone. Portland Mayor Cheryl 
Leeman answered the call on a 
phone that will be turned over 
to the police boat for communi-
cation with the islands in emer-
gency situations. 
Cellular One is assodated 
with Vanguard Cellular Com-
munications of North Carolina. 
Maine Cellular is a partnership 





"We wouldn't be able to do 
what we do without our volun-
teers," said Suzanne McCloud, 
Volunteer Coordinator for the 
Maine Audubon SOciety. Last 
Saturday the SOciety held a 
pancake breakfast to thank the 
650 people who have helped 
with Audubon projects across 
the state of Maine. 
Most recently, 24 volunteers 
helped to clean up the Fore 
River Sanctuary in Portland, 
one of 15 areas that the 
Audubon SOciety maintains. 
Volunteers also lead energy 
walks and field trips, supply 
legal and scientific advice, 
maintain trails, do clerical work 
a t the Gilsland Farm headquar-
ters, and help teachers educate 







25 loaded Olds Cieras at 
Get the features you want plus 
Oldsmobile quality at Brown 11,999* 
• 2 dr. Coupes • 4 dr. Sedans • Front Wheel drive • Tilt steering wheel • Cruise control 
• Air conditioning • Electric defogger • Power steering. Power brakes • Automatic 
• Wire wheels • Interval wipers • Steel belted radials • Touring car handling package 
• Digital clock • Body side molding • AMlFM stereo cassette wI Auto reverse, seek & scan 
• Door side guards • Accent stripes • Split divided seats • Value options up to $700* 
• $500 Factory rebates • Discounts up to $2700 • NO PAYMENTS FOR 90 DAYS* 
HURRYnONEWEEKONL~ 
Pontiac Oldsmobile 
Price of vehicle includes nil 
284-4555 Route One, Saco 












Haddock, shrimp and clams 
11am to 5pm 
served with french fries and cole slaw 
LOBSTER ROLL 
served with chips and pickle 
, .. :.;.:::~;;;:~.:.,. ~:~m .. :::J~ 
JIEt:e;&yS 
2 BOILED LOBSTERS 
served with lemon and drawn butter 
11am to 10pm 
ONE POUND SIRLOIN STEAK 












"Altitude Lou" McNally 
"Altitude Lou" McNally, 
who can be heard on WCLZ, 
WHOM and MPBN among 
other stations, has been a 
broadcast meteorologist for 
15 years. But in a business 
where the sky really is the 
limit, Altitude Lou has 
remained down-to-earth. 
How did you get your 
name? 
I was told when I was just 
starting out as a radio weath-
erman that I would have to 
get myself a catchy name, 
Decause back then we were 
still in the phase where 
weather still served as comic 
relief. 
It came down to "The 
Cloud Prince" and "Altitude 
Lou," and" Altitude Lou" 
won out. It stuck. Stephen 
King wrote it into "Cujo," and 
it surprised the heck out of 
me. I found out too late to get 
into the movie, though. 
Is your radio voice your 
real voice? 
Yeah, everything I do on 
radio is the real me. It's kind 
of something I insisted on in 
order to get credibility. I think 
people deserve more than 
'mixture of clouds and sun," 
"intervals of clouds and sun," 
and "variable cloudiness." 
Have you gotten better at 
forecasting? 
Not as rapidly as I did in 
the beginning, but yeah, con-
tinualfy so. You get burned 
by a weather system, and you 
try to figure out why you 
were burned, so that you 
don't get burned the next 
time. It gets to a point where 
there's a perception about 
whether or not you're right or 
wrong. My own family 
doesn't believe me sometimes 
and I think that's great. 
Do you think we will ever 
be able to control the 
weather? 
Nope. If we try to control 
one little section of it, we'll 
end up controlling our own 
death. 
Who's the best meteorolo-
gist around? 
Me. I'm more accurate than 
anyone else. I don't have any-
body that I look uf to any-
more. I did when got 
started. I think I'm selling 
confidence in people's abili-
ties to not let the weather 
wreck their life. 
There's still this perception 
that if the weather is bad, it's 
the weatherman's fault, and if 
the weather is 90od, he's our 
good buddy. It s probably 
gonna take another 15 years 
Defore people realize that 
we're just the middleman. If 
you pay attention you can 
make a cloudy day work for 
you just as well. 
Why did you choose radio 
over television? 
A lot of reasons. Number 
one, I think there's more of a 
rapport with people in radio. 
Tl1e people that run radio 
stations are generally more 
honest, and under less finan-
cial pressure, than the people 
who run television stations. 
How you look is not as 
important to a radio station, 
but it has become very impor-
tant to television stations. 
Back in Iowa, when I was 
working television out there, 
there was a serious flooding 
problem in Oklahoma. On the 
6 o'clock news that night, I 
was on my weathercast 
His own family doesn't believe his forecasts sometimes, but that's OK with Altitude Lou. 
saying, "Well, the floods have 
subsided down in Oklahoma, 
there's 23 people dead, and 
about $1.5 million dollars 
damage. It looks like every-
thing has subsided, and will 
settle down real quick over-
night." 
Somewhere on the national 
news on Tuesday night, 30 
hours later, there was a video 
segment about the flood, and 
they called me to do a link-
up. The national news anchor 
turns to me and said, "Gee, 
Lou, what's the situation out 
there in Oklahoma?" The one 
thing I feel like saying is, 
"Hey, airhead, where were 
you yesterday!" But no, I had 
to sit there and say, "Well, 
gee, it looks like it's just about 
over, and the death toll is 
gonna be 1.5 million." Forget 
It! That's why I do radio. 
What's the forecast for 
your own life? 
I don't know what I'm 
gonna do when I grow up. 
Oh, I get it, you want a cliche. 
I would have to say, "Gradual 
clearing, and then sunny days 
and clear nights until further 
notice." 
Robert St. John is doing clerical 
work at a law firm while on summer 
break from USM. He plans to attend a 
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.. . and a cast of 
thousands 
Casco Bav Weekly 
is an independent 
newsweekly serving 
Greater Portland. 
Its purpose is 




This page is a canvas 
on which diverse opinions 
take form. Our views are 
here. We encourage 
your letters and signed 
"op-ed' columns. 
Your letter must be 
received by the 
Thursday prior to the 
issue In which you 
would like it to appear. 
Please be brief and 
to the poi nt. We 
reserve the right to 
edit submissions of 
unreasonable length. 
Include a phone number 
at which we can verify 
your letter. 
Also. be sure to sign 
submiSSion clearly 
so that we can print 
your signature along 
With your words. Send 
your comments to: 
Views 
Casco Bav Weeklv 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, Me 04102 
Casco Bay Weeklv 
is a member of AlterNet 
and Scripps Howard 
News Service (SHNS). 
Entire contents e 1988 
by Mogul Media. Inc. 
dba Casco Bay Weekly. 
No portion may be 
reproduced by any 
means without written 
permission of the 
publisher. 
This paper is 
typeset using Apple 
Macintosh computers 
and a Remington 5. 







(No letters this week? What, did the Post Office close or something?) 
I 
I 
Store, South Portland. "Public gathering spots have become more enclosed and commercial." 
I The MaIling of America 
In the weeks since our cover story hard to see why. Sometimes these centers without sidewalks, unsuitedforboth buses 
about the Old Port Exchange area, sev- are more innovative than what we've seen and walkers. Instead, they lie in the tradi-
eral of you have expressed your con- in the past; brick and fancy metals are tiona I grid pattern, spreading out from a 
cerns about the "maIling" of other parts more prevalent, as are sculpted mansards, town center or a plaza, around which 
of Greater Portland - specifically the cute comers and an occasional outdoor homes, shops and offices are all mixed 
areas in which each of you lived. We promenade. But throughout most of the together. People walk to work and to the 
started wondering just what it is that nation's new "exurban villages," I often store. In free hours, they are frequently 
makes a place a mall found a sizable shopping center across the found outside chatting with each other 
Small cities are In places now, and the street from - no, not homes or even of- more than one sees today in many subur-
growth pains we feel are being felt in fices, but another shopping center. ban communities. 
similar communities across the coun- The result: Public gathering spots have Developers throughout the nation obvi-
try. We thought it would be interesting become ever more enclosed and commer- o\,lsly want the image of what Duany's 
to read what like-minded papers in cia!. Trees and hills, even streets suitable created. Both subdivisions and shopping 
those places were saying about growth. for walking, have begun to disappear. centers are often given intimate village 
Todd Oppenheimer has written Traffic accumulates. What to do? names. And their sellers continually pro-
extensively about urban planning for Two solutions have recently become mote them as real, mixed "communities." 
the North Carolina Independent. Here quite popular in regions of the country Unfortunately, in virtually every one of 
are his VIEWS: more familiar with the downside of being these developments, areas for homes, of-
dependant on cars. The first was pioneered fices and shopping are clearly separated 
in Los Angeles by Jon Jerde. so that, as Duany put it, "every single Most growing communities like to con-
sider themselves on the forefront of the 
new American landscape. We're ripe with 
peaceful, secluded subdivisions, shiny 
office "parks" and short, relatively un-
crowded freeways. 
In truth, if some coming trends around 
the country are any judge, many cities and 
towns are still building a land of concrete 
dinosaurs, primarily because development 
is typically designed almost exclusively 
around the car. 
But Los Angeles, the leader in car com-
munities, recently determined that no 
amount of highway building, mass transit 
or staggered work hours would solve traf-
fic problems. Instead, L.A. officials deter-
mined, people need to live closer to where 
they work and shop. 
Planners, developers and architects 
throughout the nation have been search-
ir.g feverishly for ways to encourage that 
lifestyle-and finding answers. Meanwhile, 
most communities imitate the nation's 
previous mistakes_ 
Nothing illustrates this masochism bet-
ter than our ubiquitous shopping centers. 
In town after town, citizens have begun 
grousing about the steadily increasing 
choke of commercial concrete, and it's not 
ierde'sapproach,whichhasbeenwildly activity generates a car trip." People re-
successful, is to build shopping centers main isolated in homogeneous neighbor-
that are outdoor, public plazas, in the vein hoods, rather than brought together -
of James Rouse's carnival-type malls in except for' traffic jams. 
tourist spots like Baltimore'sHarborPlace. Local officials can encourage vibrant 
But Jerde's found this style works even in pedestrian communities through regula-
less glamorous regiOns. In colder climates tion. Courtyards, bus stops and sidewalks 
he's built flexible buildings, that open like could be required. Office, living and shop-
garage doors in warmer weather. In some ping districts could be smaller, and closer 
cases, Jerde has completely rebuilt mono- to one another. Cities could offer large 
lithic shopping centers by tearing off the developers flexible permits if they will 
roof, building open-air or window-cov- mix functions together creatively, safely 
ered plazas, and turning the classic, vast and equitably. 
parking lot into a network of pedestrian Developers' fear of change is often our 
streets and additional shops. The aim, he own fault. We, the buyers, refuse to accept 
said, is to "build the city that's missing." the fact that a new area's paradise - so-
Unfortunately, before building a truly phisticatedindustryandconvenientroads 
pedestrian city, we need one more ingre- amid a secluded, semi-rurallandscape-is 
dient: homes and offices close enough to temporary. The crowds are coming. 
shopping areas to make bus networks or, Obviously, before people will welcome 
better yet, foot travel practical. Enter the real urban life into their neighborhoods, 
second solution, best exemplified by the someone must prove it doesn't have to 
work of Andres Duany and Elizabeth hurt. Jerde and Duany have obviously 
Plater-Zyberk,aMiami-basedarchitectural done just that in a few places. It can't be 
team. that hard for the rest of us to muster the 
In the last year, Duany and Plater-Zyberk same courage. 
have designed nine new towns in old-
fashioned village patterns - in Texas, Todd OPIMnhelmer is Associate Editor of the 
Indiana, New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina Independent. 
Maryland and Florida_ Streets in these 
communities are not secluded cul-de-sacs 


















It's a colorless, odorless, tasteless 
gas ... and highly radioactive. 
. f!j J, ~~ .. J'~ \~~.':'U· .: ~ ~·;ff.· I\.. _ ;; j,;',,, 
~ ~. f!l } ... t'li ... \l~. 
Radon is abundant in southern Maine, but no one knows 
exactlJ where. That's bec~use-np c-Oroprehe,nsive testing has 
been done and no comprehenSive data base-exisl:&. 
Created naturally within the earth 
and released continuously into air and 
water, radon in the open quickly and 
harmlessly disperses. 
Th~ highest concentration of radon in well water found any-
where was at thj. home of Stephen and Donna FairbanKs in 
Leed - about IW hour north of Portland. . 
G~logical maps show Leeds near Ute center of a large for-
mq.tion of uranium-rich granite bedrock eX~tldihg ftom the 
edge of Greater Portland across southern .Maine and into New 
Hampshire. 
Trapped in a closed space - such as 
the foundation of any building - radon 
over time can kill anyone exposed to 
enough of it. 
Studies by the EPA have established a relationship between 
the kind of roel< underlying an area, and a tendency toward 
higher levels of radon indoors. Rock formations rich in ura-
nium, phosphate, gJ:'<tnite, and some types of shale seem to 
release higher quantities of radon gas, and according to state 
geologist Bob Marvinney, "the entire northwest half of Cum-
berland County sits on granite bedrock." . Radon is second only to cigarette 
smoking as a cause of lung cancer, and 
state researchers estimate it will kill 75 
Mainers this year. 
More than a third of the houses tested 
by the state have unsafe levels of ra-
don. Recent estimates from the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
suggest that when we have a better 
sampling, 40-45% of Maine homes may 
have higher than acceptable levels of 
radon. 
If those estimates are correct, more 
than 30,000 households in the Portland 
area may be receiving dangerous 
amounts of radon. And this dangerous 
amount received, according to re-
searcher Anthony Nero, may be "as 
large an exposure of radiation yearly 
as those people living in the vicinity of 
the Chernobyl nuclear power plant did 
in 1986." 
Atop that bedrock, numerous tests have indicated high 
levels of radon In the Sebago Lake area. On one block in the 
area unsafe readings were found in every home on the street. 
It is ironic that the same massive slab of granite that made the 
area famous as a potential nuclear dump site is now found to 
be naturally high in radioactivity. 
Portland itself rests on softer metamorphic bedrock, 
sprinkled with a "couple" of large granite formations, accord-
ing to Univer"ty of Southern Maine geology professor Irwin 
Novak. 
Though bedrock can indicate the likelihood of radon, only 
indoor testing can determine whether or not the gas is a 
threat. The nature of a structure's foundation and the lifestyle 
of its inhabitants can drastically increase or reduce its degree 
of radon. For example, professional tests have turned up 
dangerous and harmless levels of the gas in side-by-side 
homes. 
Asked where he gets the most dramatic results, David Dal-
phonse of Alpha Radon Environmental Testing in Portland 
says, 'II can't answer that.'1 The tone in his voice says, "I won't 
answer that." 
That attitude is the ethical one among radon testers, says 
Dana WOodbury, a radon technician in Portland. But that 
attitude leaves important data stranded in the vacuum be-
tween the client's right to privacy and the public's right to 
know. 
>The Residential Air Program at the State Department of 
Human Services has released figures based on 1100 tests sent 
to them for processing, but these do not represent an accurate 
random sample because those who test mostly are those who 
suspE:ct.tadon is preSe~t. 
, WithOut any sort of public or private data base, the 1l10st 
striking '~stafistie' pboltt racton is how little we know about 
wherejtis. '. • • 
. . ···::~1; 'I J:'/l LI I f." , 
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;,Rwo~ 1:> here, If's here in Portland," says state repre-
sentative Harriet l(~over of Portland. She has sponsored 
several bills decUing with radon, all ofwhich have been de- ,. 
,feated. ' ,. 
Dcle~t andlibandonmenf have 'Come to represent the way 
city, state and federal govem.mfnts have dealt with radon. 
The agility with which each branch has passed the buck rl,vals 
radon's ability to seep through 'hard granite. 
"'We'usually do not involve ourselves in state and federal 
r~ations unless there is a companion municipal code to go 
with it," says City of Portland Code Enforcement Officer 
Arthur Rowe. 
Portland has not even involved-itse1f to the point o~testing 
city buildings. 
Rowe says the city: is not prepared to handle radon testing 
and is letting the state ~ which bas a lab in Augusta - handle 
it. 
"They're not doing their job," says Ketover, referring to the 
city. "They just don't want to take it on." 
I<etover says that radon is a serious health problem here and 
one that needs to be addressed at all levels of government, but 
she concedes the city has neither the resources nor the exper-
tise to oversee radon testing. 
That all radon-related bills have met defeat in the House, 
said Ketover, is attributable to pressure from the real estate 
lobby, which is fearful of liability. She says "the public is 
apathetic" about a gas they cannot see, smell or feel, and 
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That pretty much sums up the EPA's position as well. 
The agency has interpreted the Clean Air Act, which they 
are mandated to enforce, as intended to apply to outdoor air 
and industrial pollutants. Since radon is a danger only in-
doors and is created naturally, the EPA reasons it is not within 
its jurisdiction to assume responsibility for radon reduction. 
U.S. Senator George Mitchell of Maine, who chairs the 
Senate's environmental protection committee, has proposed a 
three-year, $30-million federal program to find solutions. The 
bill, called the Radon Development Act, already has passed in 
the Senate but still is in committee in the House. Mitchell says 
this bill "is intended to help states get up and running." 
The Maine Department of Human Services is awaiting finaJ 
approval on ~nding and technical assistanoe for a statewidE> 
survey of 1000 homes. TheJ'esults from these tests, which 
would not be ava1lable until next year, may form the basis for 
the first real measurerpent of the radon problem in Maine. 
, ,. • I ~ .... 
"'U ntil that study is complete and until some official 
agency assumes responsibility for radon testing, the burden of 
responSibly lies with homeowners and tenants. 
Radon testing has become just another part in the confusing 
process of homebuying, and, unfortunately, the only ones 
doing much testing thus far are those who would prefer to 
ignore the whole issue. 
Radon testing is a new field, populated by entrepreneurs 
who range from deeply concerned scientists to outright 
crooks. ]n that sense, they resemble their primary clients - real 
estate brokers - creating what at best is an uneasy relation-
ship. 
"Rea.! estate makes up 90 percent of our business," says Don 
Burrows of Radon Diagnostic Laboratories in South Portland. 
Dave Sankey, also of RDL, says that while real estate person-
nel often are frustrated and even angered by the potential 
complications presented by radon, fear of litigation makes 
them sensitive to the need for testing. 
That fear is well founded. Real estate attorneys across the 
country are advising brokers to test and disclose relevant in-
formation to preclude the possibility of future lawsuits as 
radon inevitably becomes more of an issue. 
The short life and 
hard titnes of radon gas 
If you were a radon molecule, your life would be 
violent and short. 
You were born when your parent, radium, broke 
up. You live with the shame that your parent, a 
highly radioactive, brilliant white metal, was used 
primarily to make clock hands and tacky wallhang-
ings glow in the dark. 
Your life is short. Your radioactive half-life is just 
3.8 days. If you were worth a dollar on Thursday 
mOrning, by Sunday noon you'd be worth about 50 
cents, and by Wednesday night you'd be down to 
two bits. 
Uranium 238, your great-great-great-great-grandfa-
ther, was around when the earth was formed. With a 
haH-life of about 4 billion years, he'll still be hang-
ing out at Deweys when you're in the rest home. 
As you die, parts of your body float away. Sexist 
scientists have the gall to refer to these decaying bits 
of flesh as your "daughters." Your only revenge is 
that your kids decay even more quickly than you do: 
Polonium 218, the fIrst-born, has a half-life of only 
three minutes. (Hal) 
Lead and bismuth follow, then more polOnium and 
more lead. With each death there is another birth. 
With each birth there is another radioactive explo-
sion. It's better than fIreworks on the Fourth of July. 
Each explOSion releases a spectrum of radiation, 
including gamma rays of pure . energy and swiftly 
travelling debris known as alpha particles. 
It is through these alpha particles - which are 
identical to the nucleus of a helium atom - that you 
get to inflict death to human tyrants. The alpha stuff 
really goofs up their DNA. When the DNA tries to 
patch itself together again, like Humpty Dumpty, not 
all the pieces fit. The botched become cancerous. 
You score a bogie. 
There is one neighborhood named after you. An 
area of Boyertown, Pa, has come to' be called Radon 
Heights ever since resident Stanley Watras set off a 
radiation detector on his way into a nearby nuclear 
power plant. 
But these mangy mammals have named your fire-
works after Madam Curie. Since they can't see you, 
the human swine measure you by counting your 
explOSions. One curie equals 3.7 times 10 to the 10th 
power disintegrations per- second. A picoCurie is 
one trillionth of a curle. 
All of this, however, assumes that you remain a II 
gaS. Safety-minded homeowners could set their 
thermostats to about a hundred degrees below zero 
(Fahrenheit) and turn you back to rock. 
h 
[ 
Page overlay is a generalized bedrock geology map of New 
England. The shaded areas represent regions where levels of 
Uranium suggest radon production. This map was prepared for 
the EPA at the University of New Hampshire, 





The Maine Real Estate Commission, which licences all real 
est~te brokers, has mandated that buyers be given the oppor-
tumty to have a property tested for whatever they see fit and 
by whomever the buyer chooses. And if a house has been 
tested, the results and any mitigation prOCedures must be 
disclosed in all subsequent dealings. The legal instrument 
involved is called a "radon disclosure addendum," and, if 
subsequent to' the initial bid on a house a test is positive above 
the levetstipulated in the addendum, the buyer CjUl walk 
away from the deal, cash in hand. 
The commission will be doing spot checks to ensure the 
brokers are using the addendum, according to Carol Leighton 
of the Real EstataCommission, and would pull the licence of a 
broker consistently not in compliance. She describes the 
commission's rules as "minimum standards." 
But radon technician Dana Woodbury believes that more 
should be done. He says far too many buyers are signing off 
on the disclosure without realizing the risks involved. 
"We can't make people take the tests," admits Jeff Mason, 
president of the Portland Board of Realtors, though he is con-
fident all area Realtors are offering testing in accordance with 
charcolU vials are used in the same way as the tin collecHon devices. the commission's guidelines. 
CaW!Monle Paulsen David Sankey of RDL \ell:; of a homebuyer, already.chroni-
cally ill with a respiratory disease, who did not want to know 
if the home she was buying harbored radon. Unsuccessful in a 
previous purchase attempt because the house had shown un-
acceptable radon levels, the homebuyer preferred to take her 
, chances rather than have" second real estate deal go sour. She 
waived the radon test, and presumably is living in blind con-
tentment. 
Even when tests are taken, the nature of real estate transac-
tions is that expediency is paramount. This leaves the testing 
process open to both innocent and willful abuse. 
Stories circulate in the industry about bogus technicians 
using mayonnaise jars for collection, working out of "trav-
elling labs" in their vans, or testing with Geiger counters _ 
which are not sensitive to the dangerous alpha particles radon 
emits. While none of these practices have been reported in 
Maine, mistakes of ignorance are made on a regular basis. 
'1 wouldn't consider any reading taken in a matter of hours 
to be even moderately accurate," says Eleanot King of the 
state Residential Air Program. She worries about testers who 
practice so-called "air grab" tests. She says that air circulation 
equipment should be given at least three hours simply to clear 
itself. "We recommend tried and true methods," she said. 
The tried and true method is to place a charcoal container in 
a structure's lowest level for several days and let the natural 
-------.... airflow circulate past it. T~chniclan Dave Sankey pr.epares a radon collection device for analysis. Accusations abou1)d _ off the record, of course _ within the 
CBW/~onte p;a~l$erl ~~l. esta,te ind~t:ry' about real estate- brokers wl~.o place the 
/ .",' testing d¢vfces on upper floors Qr who open windows to / t/ / . rt;dt,lc~ radon jnthe ba?l:lment w:hen they waut a low reading. 
/ / / / /. , LIkeWISe, th Y <\cC\lse. each ,other ofplactng the ca;nnisters in a 
/ ~ / / sump bole for higl{ J'eadings - whichever gives them the 
oj ~ / ' / ctesired JeveragE:. All cap be used fa create a false high or false ~ / ~ / / ;' / low, d,epellding on the anticipated tUle af the test information. 
/;' ~ ~ ~ j ,. ~jt)ce cantt~ter~ are.l~{t for several d~ys,. the abiLity to. detect 
~ ~ t .v / / /~hlS s~rJ of thmg IS mmnna~v One ~~titiOn m the of?n~ IS an 
/ / t,t;' / , ,mclus~ve ,age tHat alerts tl)e t~hruClan If.th~ cage IS moved 9 
/ / ~ / / ~' / jf unusual drafts cross/it. '. 
;' ~ ~ y ~ ~ ;' ~ / The real problem; thOugh, is that no stardards on testing 
~ / /t/ / / '~ exiSt..~PA guiclelines d?n:twecify s~~ards, SO'ilcCusations 
/ / / ~ j ~ ~ fly WIthout the foundatIon of conclUSIve data. 
//~ I'l'l' I . 
~j/y///, ,",VT , cO' TT 
//~~~~-; W hat can you do? 
~~ / / /') First you test, Do not assume that you do or don't have a 
/ / / / / .-: problem based on where you live. There's no reason to wait 
, .... ,.;~\l!:;"'1 / / / 'I //-:: ~ until your home is on the auction block before having it ' /'//r.. ~ 
, / ;' /. / 1/ / / / / tested. 
, .. I / ~, ;: Maine state law requires that landlords provide dwelling 
'" ';' / .. . t' , units that are "fit for human habitation." Though no local 
' codes currently apply to radon, if levels were found well in 
excess of the EPA guidelines, then that apartment clearly 
would not be fit. But currently, the only way for tenants to 
determine the radon level is to test themselves. Landlords 
aren't obligated to test for radon. 
Anyone can test for radon (a~ an initia~ co~t ?f less than $5~) 
by purchasing a charcoal cannISter, ~laCl.ng It In an ,appropn-
ate spot in their building, and returnIng It to a qualifIed lab 
several days later. It's very important instructions are fol-
lowed to the letter - poor placement or improper sealing 
could invalidate a test. 
To avoid this hassle, profesSional help is available. Regard-
less of who does the testing, or where the testing is done, the 
first test is a screening, which indicates whether or not radon 
is present. Though research is progressing quickly, today the 
most common method for screening still is a charcoal tester, 
either a cannister or a vial filled with fine charcoal. Each 
charcoal container is numbered, and should be placed exactly 
according to directions, hip high from the floor and out of 
drafts and in the basement. If there is no basement, the con-
tainer is placed on the first floor, but not in the bathroom or 
kitchen where moisture and ventilation fans may grossly 
affect the results. 
After correctly exposing the charcoal for the prescribed 
time, one seals it carefully and mails or t~ke~ it to the lab for 
analysis. In some cases what comes back IS SImply a report on 
the radon level. In others, you will receive both the report and 
advice about what to do next. 
If the readings are above the EPA's suggested safety I.e vel of 
4 pCi/L, you will be advised to do some long-tenn testmg to 
find out if the levels are consistently high. Do not rush around 
and begin rearranging your life on the basis of one ~est. . 
Longer tests are usually done with an.alpha tr~cking deVIce, 
which actually measures the decay particles which a~e hann-. 
ful to you, rather than the radon source of those particles. ThIS 
gizmo is unobtruSive, roughly the size of a bottle ca~, an? 
meant to stay in place for a month or more. The cost IS still 
relatively modest, usually under $60, but .often more than one 
alpha tracker is needed for long-tenn testIng. 
As with charcoal devices, keeping a careful record of when 
and where each alpha track device is used is impo:tant. Each 
detector has its own ID number, and you must wnte down 
and safeguard that number before returning that detector to 
the lab. 
Often more than one area of the house will be tested at this 
point and an average taken. Because radon is heavy and 
because it usually enters through the foundation, bas~m~nt 
levels can be twice those of a first-floor room. If you lIve In a 
third-floor apartment or higher, .you're probabl~ safe spend-
ing your disposable cash on deSIgner cookware Instead of 
radon testing. . 
If long-tenn testing shows that you are beIng exposed to 
unhealthy amounts of radon, you will next ~onsider ho~ ~o 
plug up radon's entry points or how to ventilate the bUIldIng 
to ease it out before it collects to an unsafe level. EPA does not 
recommend do-it-yourself mitigation unle.ss you ~re an expert 
at home repairs. Dave Sankey of Radon Diagnos~lc Labs t~lls 
of one anonymous homeowner's attempt to repaIr cracks In 
his basement. Before these well-intended repairs, the base-
ment radon levels were a modest 3 pCi/L. Afterwards, the 
radon level rose to 20 pOlL, well above safe exposure levels. 
All the owner had done in his attempt to fill the cracks was to 
widen them. 
Risky as repairs may be, the professionals have a good 
record. As Dana Woodbury says, "We never lost. a house,:' 
Even the extraordinary house in Leeds was repaIred. Ounng 
periods of high water use the airborne readings ther~ were as 
high as 2,000 pCi/L, and after mitigation were consIstently 
below 4 pCi/L. " 
Correctly done, mitigation is not cheap, but If anyone tnes 
to give you a deal over $2,000, you should ~;k for a secon~ 
opinion. The figure quoted most often was about $1,000, but 
every situation is different. The sealIng and ventJlatlo~ tech-
niques used by,professionals are g~nerally both effectIve and 
unobtrusive, causing little change In the appearance or com-
fort of the house. 
Monte Paulsen. the editor of Casco Bay Weekly. wrote this story with 
research assistance provided by Karen Douglass. 
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THE FUN STARTS HERE 
Save up to 
$400 
on 1987 sailboards 
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LESSONS RENTALS DEMOS 
315 Marginal Way, Portland 775-5117 
Tontine Mall, Brunswick 725.8930 
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For bookworms who like 
to go out every once in 
awhile, Terry Silber will 
read from her book "A 
Small Farm in Maine" 
tonight at 7:30. Raffle's Cafe 
Bookstore, 555 Congress, 
Portland. 
It's official. The new ferry 
terminal is here to stay. If 
you missed the construc-
tion of the new structure, 
it's on Commercial Street at 
the base of the Franklin 
Arterial. The Casco Bay 
Municipal Ferry Terminal 
is being dedicated today at 
noon. A cause for celebra-






For Mom's To Be .... 
At the corner of 
Middle + Exchange Sts. 
Portland, Me. 
797-5357 
Seamus Connolly and Joe 
Burke perform Irish music 
tonight at the Portland 
Performing Arts Center. 
Connolly is the lO-time 
winner of the All-Ireland 
fiddle championship. Burke 
plays a traditional Irish 
accordion. Showtime is 8 
pm, tickets are $10. 
If you haven't had a 
chance to get a sunburn yet, 
the Spring Point Festival is 
today from 9-4 on the 
S.M.V.T.1. Campus in South 
Portland. There will be 
sand castle building and 
mural painting for the kids, 
an arts & crafts show, 
music all day long, and 
sailboat and helicopter 
rides. How much fun can a 
person stand? Rain date is 
June 26. 
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Say: "take a hike - for 
humanity." Habitat for 
Humanity is a non-profit 
organization dedicated to 
building affordable 
housing locally and 
globally. 
Tomorrow a group of 
walkers will leave 
Cheverus High 
School on Ocean 
A venue to make 
a 12-week trip 






send- off for the 
walkers is to-night at 7:30 
at the school's athletic field. 
Millard Fuller, the founder 
of Habitat, will speak. 
There will be entertainment 
by local musicians and sing-
ing. The newest Habitat 
house in Portland, on the 
corner of Oxford and Smith 
Streets, will be dedicated 
todayat3. 
If you prefer to remain 
seated, two works by local 
playwright D. Travis Ste-
wart will be performed 
tonight at The Tree. The 
first, "The Universal 
Rundle," directed by Sam 
Nunns with Susan Mon-
agan, Alan Brown and John 
McKenna, is about the 
power struggle for the 
rundle - a toilet-seat throne 
- between the King of the 
Blues and the would-be 
Queen. The second piece, 
"Fido Speaks," is directed 
by Paul Kozak and per-
formed by Jim Skiff and is a 
monologue of a stand-up 
comedian whose wit and 
opinions of humanity has 
soured. (See Critique, page 
17) Showtime is at 6 pm 
tonight and tomorrow. 
Tickets are $2. 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
21 Forest Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04101 
Printed Music 
LP's, Ta~s, CD's and Videos 
usical Gifts 
(207) 775-1304 
Summer is here and 
today at noon the Intown 
Portland Exchange's Noon-
time Performance Series 
kicks off in Monument 
Square with Delux Produc-
tions' Omar Ricardo and 
His Many, Many Women. 
Music, laughs, and it won't 
cost you a penny, either. 
Hyo'jung Kim, a Korean-
American immigrant and 
an activist involved with 
the Center for Vision and 
Policy, will moderate a 
panel discussion presented 
by Greater Portland NOW 
on "Asian Women and 
Feminism" at the Portland. 
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, at 
7:30 pm. The other women 
on the panel are Malalai 
Popal of Afghanistan; 
Young' ok Raymond of 
Korea; Suemi Tanaka Clark 
of Japan; Grace Valenzuela 
of the Phillipines; and 
Solchany Sieng of Cambo-
dia. The speakers will 
discuss their experiences in 
their homelands and their 
immigration to the U.S. The 
focus of the discussion will 
be on race and sex oppres-
sion. 
If you need a place to 
leave the kids, USM Port-
land is offering a seminar 
for children on the funda-
mentals of basketweaving 
from 7-8:30 pm. The cost is 
$10 - a little more than a 
babysitter, but a lot more 
fun. 
The final program in 
Mercy Hospital's "For Your 
Health" series addresses 
the importance of spiritual 
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growth to elders. Agnes 
LaStoria's speaks on "Eld-
ers and Spirituality" at 2 
pm in the Medical Staff 
Memorial Auditorium at 
Mercy Hospital. It's free 
and open to the public. 
For younger folks, The 
Center for the Arts in Bath 
begins its Summer Star 
Series for children. 
Tonight's program is a the 
New England New Vaude-
ville Revue at 6:30 pm at 
the Chocolate Church. The 
program includes jugglers, 
mimes and musicians. The 
series will include theater 
and music and the enter-
tainment will be indoors 
and out. It'll be worth the 
trip. Every Wednesday 
through August 3. The free 
program is sponsored by 
the Center for The Arts, 
Patten Free Library and 
Bath Recreation Depart-
ment. 
The Bowdoin Summer 
Music Festival starts to-
night with a concert featur-
ing The Vermeer Quartet 
and the Aeolian Chamber 
Players at the First Parish 
Church, Main Street, Brun-
swick. Tonight's perform-
ance includes Schuman's 
"Sonata for Violin and 
Piano," transcribed for 
clarinet by Charles Neidich; 
Debussey's "Sonata No.2 
for Violin and Piano," and 
Beethoven's "Harp Quartet 
Op. 74." Tickets are $10. 
f1l1usic be 
Light breezes and cool 
sounds on Casco Bay. 
.Tonight and every Friday 
through August 25 you can 
hear jazz on the water. 
Longfellow Cruise Lines 
entertainment cruises leave 
Long Wharf for two cruises 
at 7:30 and 10 pm. Tonight 
hear the sound of Dixieland 
with the Bellamy Jazz 
Band. Tickets are $12.50 for 
the early sailing, $10 for the 
later one. 
the food of love, 
play on; Give 1l1e f • 
excess of it ... 
from Shakespeare's 
"Twelfth Night" 
(2 a 7) • 8 7 4 • a 7 7 7 
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Classic Cars and Boats 
631 Bridgton Road 
us Route 302 
Westbrook, Maine 
797-5720 
........ . ....... . . ... . 
THE-MOVIES 
JUNE 22-26 RIVER' 
WED·SAT 1.9 
SAT·SUN MAT 1 [IJ EDGE 
JUNE 25-28 s.,,~.StN :.tAT J 
PORTLAND PREMIERE Sl"'·Th'ES 7, 9:15 
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JUNE 29-roLY 4 
Bowdoin College's sum-
mer art show, "New Eng-
land Now," opens today at 
the Museum of Art on the 
Bowdoin campus in Brun-
swick. The show features 
contemporary art from 
each of the six New Eng-
land states. Maine artists 
represented in the exhibit 
are Mark Wethli, Neal 
Welliver, Marjorie Moore 
and Lisa Allen. Museum 
hours are Tue-Fri,10-4; 
Sat,10-5 and Sun, 2-5. 
The Fourth of July is 
around the corner. The 
Portland Symphony Or-
chestra, conducted by 
Toshiyuki Shimada, kicks 
off its summer perform-
ances with "Independence 
Pops" at Fort Williams Park 
in Cape Elizabeth. Works 
performed include 
Tchaikovsky's "1812 Over-
ture," Ives' "Country Band 
March," and Copland's 
"Lincoln Portrait," narrated 
by former U.S. Senator 
Edmund Muskie. 
Showtime is 7:30 and __ ~J 
tickets are $8. 
SUNDAYMORNING 
welZ FM99 
want your listing to appear. 
Cinema City, Westbrook Plaza. 
854-9116. 
Evening Star, Main St, 
Brunswick. 729·5486. 
Maine Mall Cinemas, Maine 
Mall Rd, S Portland. 774·1022. 
Nickelodeon, Temple and Mid· 
die, Portland. 772-9751. 
Pride's Corner Drlve·ln, Rt 
302, Westbrook. 797·3154. 
The Movies, 10 Exchange, Port-
land. 772-9600. 
Big Tom Hanks plays a 12-year· 
old set loose in a man's body (PG). 
At the Maine Mall Cinemas: I, 
3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40. 
Big Business Bette Midler and 
lily Tomlin play two sets of identi· 
cal twins. Great effects (PG). At 
the Maine Mall Cinemas: 1, 3, 5, 
7.9. 
. The Big Easy Dennis Quaid and 
Ellen Barkin get steamy in New 
Orleans (R). At The Movies: June 
29-July at 1 7, 9; July 2 at 1,7,9; 
July 3 at 1, 9. 
.BiII Durham Baseball and sex. 
With Susan Sarandon and Kevin 
Costner (R). At the Nickelodeon: 
1:10, 3:30, 6:45, 9:15 and at Cin· 
ema City: 7:15, 9:15 with weekend 
mats at 1:15, 3:15. 
Colors Dennis Hopper's Cop Flick 
(R). At the Pride's Corner Drive·ln : 
8:45 nightly. 
Coming AUraction of the 
Week "Wings of Desire," Wim 
Wenders' ("The American Friend" 
and "Paris, Texas") recent film 
about an angel looking for mortality 
in Berlin, was shown at Cannes . 
this year, has been playing in New 
York for quite a while, and is 




Crocodile Dundee II Mick 
Dundee escapes NY and returns to 
Australia for more adventures 
(PG). At the Maine Mall Cinemas: 
12:45,3,5:15, 7:30, 9:45. 
Flying Down to Rio Ginger 
and Fred dance somewhere warm. 
At USM Gorham, 10 Bailey Hall: 
June 29, 7 pm. 
Funny Farm City slickers es· 
cape to Vermont. With Chevy 
Chase (PG). At the Maine Mall Cin· 
emas: 1 :15, 3:20, 5:25, 9:45. 
Great Outdoors Dan Akroyd 
and John Candy go on vacation . 
Haven't we seen this one before? 
(PG-13). At the Maine Mall Cine-
mas: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. 
High Tide • hasn't heard a 
peep about this one (PG-13). At 
the Nickelodeon: 1 :20, 4, 7:20, 
9:40. 
Housekeeping Two teenage 
girls and their aunt get by (PG). At 
The Movies: June 25 at 3; June 26 
at 3, 7 and 9:15; June 27-28 at 7, 
9:15. 
Mllagro Beanfleld War 
Robert Redford directed this film 
about the struggle over water 
rights in New Mexico (R). At the 
Evening Star: 7, 9:20. 
Moderns Keith Carradine plays a 
painter in Paris when times were 
swell for artists (R). At the N ick-
elodeon: 1 :30, 4:15, 7:10, 9:50. 
Poltergeist III Demons are im· 
mortal (PG-13). At Cinema City, 
Westbrook: 7:15, 9:15 with week-
end mats at 1 :15, 3:15. 
Presidio Sean Connery and Mark 
Harmon team up to solve a murder 
(R). At the Nickelodeon : 12:45, 
3:15, 6:30, 9 and at Cinema City, 
Westbrook: 7, 9 with weekend 
mats at 1, 3. 
Rambo III Sly keeps on knock-
ing them dead (R). At Cinema City, 
Westbrook: 7:15, 9:15 with week-
end mats at 1, 3. 
Red Heat Arnold Schwarze neg-
ger and Jim Belushi in a comedy 
about a Soviet cop (Schwarze-
negger) looking for the U.S.S.R.'s 
most wanted criminal (R). At the 
Nickelodeon: 12:55, 3:40, 7, 9:30 
and at Cinema City : 7, 9 with 
weekend mats at 1, 3. 
River's Edge Frightening tale 
about teenagers who are covering 
up a murder (R). At The Movies: 
June 22-24 at 7, 9; June 25 at I, 
7,9. 
Swiss Family Robinson Dis-
ney's version of the tale of a family 
shipwrecked on a desert island 
(G). At the USM Portland, Campus 
Center: June 28 at 7 pm. 
Throw Momma From the 
Train Danny DeVito tries to get 
rid of his Mom (R) . At the Pride's 
Corner Drive·ln: 10:45 nightly. 
White Mischief Sex, scandal 
and murder in Colonial Kenya (R). 
At the Nickelodeon: 1 :40, 4:15, 
7:10, 9:50. 
• recommends ... "House-
keeping" The best movie of last 
year. Bill Forsyth, who directed 
"Gregory's Girl" and "Local Hero," 
put together this masterpiece. The 
characters may be eccentric, but 
they're real. The story is about two 
teenage girls who are abandoned 
in one way or another by every 
adult in their lives and end up with 
their slightly daffy aunt, whom 
some believe is not fit to raise 
them. "Housekeeping" is funny, 
but not mindless and it is tragic 
without being melodramatic. If by 
chance you don't like the movie, 
the setting is fabulous; the entire 
film was shot in 
Who Framed Roger Rabbit 
What can a cartoon rabbit do when 
he's been framed?(PG). At the 
Maine Mall Cinemas: 12:45, 2:55, 
5, 7:10, 9:20. 
Willow Ron Howard and George 
Lucas at it again (PG). At the 
Maine Mall Cinemas: 1 :30, 4, 7, 
9:35. 
Tree Cafe 45 Danforth, Portland. 
June 23, Titanics-new wave from 
Boston; June 24, Record Release 
Party and Video Shoot for Bebe 
Buell and the Gargoyles. Opening: 
Wild Hearts; June 25, from Boston, 
Scruffy the Cat; June 26, The Ac-
colerators from Raleigh, NC; June 
29, Jazz Guitarist , Tony 
Gaboury's Jazz Fusion Quintet ; 
June 30, Big Barn Burning; July 1, 
Broken Men - get ready for the 
Dead. 774-1441. 
Geno's 13 Brown, Portland. June 
23, Brood, all-girl '60s garage band 
with Beau's Chubby; June 24, from 
Boston, Broken Toys, Ulterior Mo-
tive and Lonely Boys; June 25, 
Wild Hearts, life in General and 
Beau's Chubby; June 26, Mark 
Fathom and Friends; June 29, 
open mike night; June 30, Rigamo-
role - Dead sounds. 761-2506. 
Raoul's 865 Forest, Portland. 
June 23, gUitarist Roy Buchanan; 
June 24, jazz with Joy Spring ; 
June 25, from Nashville, David 
Mallet; June 26, reggae with Dani 
Tribesmen; June 27, blues jam ; 
June 29, The Red light Revue, 
R&B and swing. 773-6886. 
Marble Bar 51 York, Portland. 
June 23, Wild Turkey; June 24-25, 
Sound Kings - roots,rock,reggae; 
June 29, Stevie and the Black-
outs; June 30, Wild Turkey . 
773-5516. 
Dry Dock 84 Commercial , Port-
land. June 24-25, Kopterz. 
774-3550. 
Moose Alley 46 Market, Port -
land. June 23, live Wires ; June 
24-25, the Upsetters; June 26, 
comedy with Bian Frazier; June 29-
30, In-A-Sense. 774-1093. 
Old Port Tavern 11 Moulton, 
Portland. June 23-25, Cuts; June 
26-27, Exchange; June 28-29, 
Sidewalk Romeo; June 30, Picture 
This. 774-0444. 
Horsefeathers 193 Middle, 
Portland. June 23, Who Knows?; 
June 24-25, Private Drive; June 
26, jazz in the afternoon with Ray 
Demarco and Street Level Swing; 
June 28, Curt Bessette; June 29-
30, Julie Dougherty Duo . 
773-3501. 
Port Rendevous 9 Dana, Portland. 
LB's Pub Rt 302, N Windham . 
June 23, Doug & Leah; June 24-
25, Dancer; June 30, Fingers 
Three. 892-8923. 
J.R. Flannagan's 144 Main , 
Saco. June 23, OJ Greg Powers ; 
June 24-25, Jensons; June 30, OJ 
Greg Powers. 282-1617. 
Barnhouse Tavern At 35 N 
Windham. June 23, Windjam~er; 
June 24-25, Tom Dyhrberg ; June 
29, Danny Beal and Earl Bigelow; 
June 30, Who Knows? 892-2221 . 
Brunswick Old Orchard Beach. 
June 23-25, Crossfire; June 30-
July 2, In The Flesh. 934-2209. 
Mr Goodbar 8 W Grand, Old Or-
chard Beach. June 23-25, Rush ; 
June 26-30, Persuaders - R&B. 
934-9285. 
The Nerd Comedy written by Larry 
Shue and directed by Lee Paige. 
June 23-July 11 at the Theater 
Project, 14 School, Brunswick. 
Showtime is Thu-Sun, 8 pm. Tick-
ets $6-$8. For more information 
call 729-8584. ' 
Homesteaders by Nina Shen-
gold, a contemporary drama about 
an Alaskan fishing village. USM 
Summer Theatre June 23-26, June 
28.July 2, 8 pm; June 26, July 2-3, 
2 pm. Russell Hall, Gorham Cam-
pus. Showtime is 8 pm. Tickets $7-
$11. For more information, call 
780-5458. 
Music from Ireland Joe Burke 
and Seamus Connolly, traditional 
Irish accordian and fiddle. Portland 
Performing Arts Center, 25A For-
est Ave, June 24. Showtime is 8 
pm . Tickets $10. For more 
information, call 774-0465. 
Water Music Bellamy Jazz plays 
on the Longfellow Entertainment 
Cruise departing from Long Wharf, 
Portland, June 25. Showtime is 
7:30 pm. Tickets $12.50. For more 
information, call 774-3578. 
The Universal Rundle and Fido 
Speaks presented by Barbara Du-
vall and The Tree. Two original 
plays by local playwright D. Travis 
Stewart. June 26-27 at the The 
Tree , 45 Danforth, Portland . 
Showtime is 6 pm. Tickets $2. For 
more information, call 774-1441. 
U'I Abner Maine State Music The-
ater production. June 28.July 10 at 
the Pickard Theater, Bowdoin Col-
lege, Brunswick. Showtime is Tue-
Sat, 8 pm; Wed, Fri and Sun mats 
at 2 pm. Tickets $10-19. For more 
information, call 725-8789. 
Music Outdoors Ted Manduca 
Orchestra plays big band music at 
the Mill Creek Park, S Port land on 
June 29. Showtime is 7 pm. Free. 
For more information, call 
799-7996. 
Independence Pops Fireworks 
and music. Portland Symphony 
Orchestra perform music by 
Sousa, Copland, Tchaikovsky, 
Ives and Bernstein at Fort Williams 
Park, Cape Elizabeth on July 2. 
Showtime is 7:30 pm. Tickets $8. 
For more information, call 
773-8191 . 
Lunch Special IPE's Noontime 
Performance Series begins June 
27 with a performance by Delux 
Productions in Monument Square; 
June 28, Joy Spring-jazz in Canal 
Plaza; June 29, In Transition-fu-
sion in Congress Square; June 30, 
East End Jazz Quartet on Wharf 
St; Melissa Hamilton Jazz Quartet 
in Tommy's Park. All performances 
are from noon-l:3O pm. 
Fresh Paint Recent paintings by 
Dozier Bell, Camille Cole, Marsha 
Donahue, William Manning and 
Gregory Welch at Baxter Gallery, 
PSA, 619 Congree, Portland, 
through August 5. Hours: Men-Fri, 
10-4. 775-3052. 
New England Now Contempo-
ray works by New England artists 
at Walker Art Museum, Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick, through Sep 
4. Hours: Tue-Sat, 10-8; Sun, 2-5. 
725-3000. 
Free·form glass sculpture by 
Neil Duman at Stein Glass Gallery, 
20 Milk, Portland, through June 29. 
Hours: Mon-Sat , 11 -5:30. 
772-9072. 
Summer Selections works by 
up-and-coming artists at USM Area 
Gallery, Campus Center, Portland, 
through July 30. Hours: Mon-Fri, 8 
am - 10 pm. 780-4090. 
Congress Square Gallery 594 
Congress, Portland . Paste ls, 
tapestries and oils by Pat Franklin, 
Rebbecca Goodale, and Jill Hoy. 
Hours: Men-Sat, 10-6. 774-3369. 
Afternoon Gallery 49 Dart-
mouth, Portland. Works by artists 
shown in the gallery. Hours: Wed-
Fri, 1-5. 871-9235. 
William J. Dow Watercolors by 
Portland artist Dow at The Art 
Gallery, Six Deering, Port-
land,through June. Hours: Tue-
Sat, 11-5. 772-9605. 
Portland Mu.eum of Art 
Seven Congress Square, Portland. 
Oils and watercolors by Beatrice 
Whitney Van Ness through June 
26. Five Years in One Hundred: the 
PMA collection since 1983, 
through Aug 14. Hours: Tue-Sat, 
10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thu, 5-9. 
775-6148. 
Dahlov Ipcar at Center for the 
Arts, 804 Washington , Bath, 
·through July 16. Hours: Tue-Fri, 
10-4; Sat, 12-4. 442-8455. 
Larry Hayden Recent paintings 
at Dean Velentgas, 60 Hampshire, 
Portland, through July 10. Hours : 
Thu, 5-9 pm; Sat-Sun, 1-5 pm. 
772-2042. 
Suzanne Stohlman Black and 
white photography at Fretz & 
Young , City Center, Portland. 
Hours: Mon-Fri, 10-6; Sat, 10-5. 
761 -4550. 
The Art of Dining Paintings by 
David Cedrone on the walls at' 
Good Egg, 705 Congress, Port-
land, through June. Hours: 6 am-
12 pm. Graphic Artist Jack Welch 
showing his work on the walls at 
Raffle's Cafe Bookstore, 555 
Congress, Portland, through July 
11 . Open for lunch. Night lights 
Works of mixed media by Sarah P. 
Hitchcock at Cafe Always, 47 Mid-
dle, Portland, through July 31 . 
Open for dinner. 774-9399. 
The Maine Scene of a Bygone 
Day paintings by Bill Paxton at The 
Art Gallery, Six Deering, Portland 
through June. Hours: Tue-Sat, lI-
S. 772-9605. 
Recent Ceramics by Lucy 
Breslin, Mark Johnson, and Martha 
Winston at Nancy Margolis 
Gallery, 367 Fore, Portland, 
through June. Hours: Mon-Sat,10-
9; Sun, 11-5. 775-3822. 
Monsters and Angels: An 
Isolated Vision, paintings by 
Michael Waterman at Gallery 127, 
127 Middle, Portland, through July 
6. Hours: Mon-Sat, 10-6; Thu, 10-
8. 773-3317. 
Central America : Faces of In-
nocence, photographs by Joseph 
l. Kievett at Portland Public li-
brary, 5 Monument Square, Port-
land, through June 29. Hours: li-
brary hours. 773-4761 
The Floral Image Paintings by 
Beverly Hallam at Hobe Sound 
Galleries North, One Milk, Port-
land, through July 23. Hours: Tue-
Sat, 10-5:30. 773-2755. 
Opening reception at Hitch-
cock Art Dealers, 602 Congress, 
Portland . New show includes 
paintings by James Charette, 
sculptural paintings by Nikki Mil-
lonzi and watercolors by Susan 
Pedersen. June 25, 4 to 7 pm. 
Hours: Thu, 5-9 pm and Sat,12-5 
pm. 774-8919. 
Designer Showca.e 'SS con-
tinues at StoneRidge, Route 77, 
Scarborough. Sponsored by the 
PSO Women's Committee. The fi-
nal days. June 23 events include a 
talk on 18th and 19th centu ry 
paintings of botanical plants at 
10:30 am and a fashion show of 
cocktail-hour attire from 5-8 pm. 
Free with house tour ticket. For 
more information, call 767-4542. 
Farmers' Markets Wednes-
days at Federal & Pearl , Portland, 
and Saturdays at Deering Oaks. 
7 am-l pm. 
Spring Point Festival at 
S.M.V.T.1. Campus in S Portland. 
Events include helicopter rides, 
stage shows, lectures and sand-
castle building . June 25, 9-5. 
Cheap. For more information, call 
772-2811. 
Peace Pole Southern Maine's 
first Peace Pole will be dedicated 
at the Spring Point Festival in S 
Portland on June 25 at 11 :45 am. 
Rep. Joseph Brennan will be there 
to speak. 
Trinity Church's Men'. Club 
Annual Yard Sale at Trinity Church, 
corner of Forest and Coyle, Port-
land. Rain or shine. June 25, 9-2. 
Cheap. For more information, call 
773-4803. 
Habitat for Humanity's Send-
off Rally at Cheverus High 
School's athletic field, 267 Ocean, 
Portland. Send-off for walkers 
heading for Atlanta. MfHar4 Fuller 
will speak. Music. Fellowship. June 
26 at 7:30 pm. 
Katerlna Wesllen fiber artist 
currently on display at the PMA. 
Slide presentation and lecture of 
her work at Maine Writers Center, 
19D Mason, Brunswick. June 24 at _. 
7:30 pm. Sponsored by the Union Maine Historical Society cel-
of Maine Visual Artists. Free. For ebrates the summer openings of 
more information, call 729-6333. the Tate House, Victoria Mansion, 
Opening Reception at Hobe Portland Observatory and the 
Sound Galleries North, One Milk, Wadsworth Longfellow House with 
Portland. The Floral Image on June special summer floral arrange-
28, 5-7 pm. Free . For more ments and discount admission 
information, call 773-2755. prices on June 25-26, 10 am-4 pm. 
Artist's Reception at USM $1. For more information, call 
Gorham, Bailey Hall Lounge. Intro- 774-1822. 
duction of architectural sculpture, Miss Maine Pageant City Hall 
"Interruptions" by Roy Steele, USM Auditorium, Portland. Featuring 
artist in residence. June 28, 5-7 Allyn Gamble emcee and vocalist 
pm. Free. For more information, Dana Atkins. June 25, 7:30 pm. 
call 780-5460. Tickets are $16. 
Opening Reception at Museum 
of Art, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. New England Now ex-
hibit. June 30, 7-9 pm. Free. For 
more information, call 725-3000. 
Outdoor sculpture show at the 
Institute for Advanced Thinking, 
22 Salmond, Belfast. Maine sculp-
tors and in the gallery, paintings by 
Maine artists. June I-Nov 1. Free. 
Maine Arts Commission Indi-
vidual Artists Program. Artists' ap-
plication due July 1 (pending final 
approval). For more information, 
call 289-2724. 
Preservation Choices for the 
Community at Yarmouth High 
School Cafeteria. Panel discus-
sion with Deborah Andrews, 
Charles Calhoun, Roger Conover, 
and John Carpenter. June 23 at 
7:30 pm. Free. For more informa-
tion, call 846-6259. 
Citizens Rights and Re. 
sponslblllties In Foreign 
PolI~y at Temple Beth EI, 400 
Deering, Portland. World Affairs 
Council's Annual Meeting is open 
to the public. June 23,at 6:30 pm. 
Free. For more information, call 
780-4552. 
Apple II Users Meeting at Fal-
mouth High School, 52 Woodville, 
Falmouth. Anyone welcome. June 
23 at 7:30. Free for first time visi-
tors. 
Asian Women and Feminism 
Panel discussion sponsored by 
Greater Portland NOW at the 
YWCA, 47 Spring, Portland . 
Speakers will be discussing their 
experience in both their former 
homelands and in the US, with a 
focus on race and sex oppression. 
June 28 at 7:30 pm. For more in-
formation, call 926-3657. 
The Status of Infectious 
Diseases Within the People's 
Republic of China at the Moot 
Court Room, USM Law School, 
Deering Ave, Portland. Lecture 
given by Haig Najarian, USM De-
partment of Biolog ical Sciences. 
June 30 at 7 pm. Free. For more in-
formation, call 780-4076. 
Planning and Urban Devel· 
opment at Portland Public li-
brary, Monument Square, Port-
land. Series of discussions to as-
sistthe Planning Board learn what 
the community wants for dowtown 
Portland. First discussion on traf-
fic, transit and parking. June 30, 4-
6 pm. Free. For more information, 
call 775-5451 Room 211. 
Plastics In the Marine Enviro-
ment Display set up by Maine 
Coastal Program illustrates how 
plastics threaten wildlife and pose 
a visual blight along the Maine 
Coast at L.L.Bean, Retail Store, 
Freeport. Through June 25, during 
store hours. Free. For more infor-
mation, call 289-3261. 
Pax Christi Instltue at Dioce-
san Retreat Center, St. Hyacinth 
Church, Westbrook. Lectures and 
workshops on catholicism and 
peace, the Irish Project, Central 
America and more. June 27-30. 
Call for registration info, 767-4193. 
Preble Street Resource 
Center in Portland is looking for 
volunteers to assist with the 
breakfast program. Help provide a 
valuable service for homeless and 
low-income people. Mon-Fri, 8-9:30 
am. For more information, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action, 
874-1015. 
Recovering from Eating Dis-
order. Speaker Donna Bryant, 
M.S.W., L.C.S.W. at Westbrook 
Community Hospital, 40 Park, 
Portland. June 28, 7:30 pm. Free. 
For more information, call 
854-8464. 
Elders and Spirituality Agnes 
LaStoria will address the impor-
tance of spiritual growth as one 
aspect of the entire person at 
Mercy Hospital, Medical Staff 
Memorial Auditorium, Portland. 
June 29,2 pm. Free. For more in-
formation, call 879-3486. 
Portland School of Ballet's 
Master Classes. Registration July 
2, 10 am-12 noon. At the School of 
Ballet, 341 Cumberland, Portland. 
For more information, call 
772-9671. 
Urantla Book discussion book. 
Readers meet in Portland area 
homes on an informal basis to read 
and discuss various papers. Inter-
ested? Study Group, PO Box 
5191, Portland, ME 04101. 
MORE ••• 
Friday & Saturday 
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his summer, enjoy an evening cruise 
with Longfellow Cruise Line. 
Come aboard the Longfellow II for an 
evening of music and dancing with views of 
the picturesque Casco Bay. Take advantage 
of our snack and cocktail bars available on 
every crure· 
I 
You desetve an evening of entertainment 
and unique coastal views. Come join us 
Umgfellow Cruise Line. 
Schedule of Entertaitltnent 
Day Date Time Band 
Sat. June 18 7:30-9:30 pm Royal River Philharmonic Jazz 
Thu. July 14 7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Red Lite Revue 
Sat. June 25 7:30-9:30 pm Bellamy Jazz Band 
Fri. July 15 7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Bellamy Jazz Band 
Fri. July 1 7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Bellamy Jazz Band 
Sat. July 16 7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Royal River Philharmonic Jazz 
Sat. July 2 7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Royal River Philharmonic Jazz 
Thu. July 21 7:30-9:30 pm Bellamy Jazz Band 
Mon. July 4 7:30-11:00 pm Red Ute Revue 
Fri. July 22 7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Bellamy Jazz Band 
***** FIREWORKS CRUISE - $25.00 per person 
****** Sat. July 23 7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Royal River Philharmonic Jazz 
July 29 7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Bellamy Jazz Band 
Thu. July 7 
Fri. July 8 
Sun. July 10 
7:30-9:30 pm Bellamy Jazz Band Fri. 
7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Royal River Philharmonic Jazz Sat. July 30 
7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Bellamy Jazz Band 
7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Red Lite Revue 
7:30-9:30/ 10-12 Red Lite Revue Sun. 
July 31 
Sunset/ Harborlight Cruise: 7:30-9:30 pm - $12.50 per person 
Moonlight Cruise: 10 pm to 12 Midnight - $10.00 per person 
June, July, August, September - Sunday through Wednesday Nights 








Shop early for 
best selection E1",::1 
HOURS: 
Mon .& Thurs. 9-8, .,. 
Tues., Wed., Fri.9-6, • 
Sat. 9-5 
334 Forest Avenue, Portland (Exit 68 oft Interstate 295) 
Phone: 773-3356 Plenty of free parking 
Saving Money Never 
Looked So Good 
Model #01-4500-01 
Regularly $.219.95 
Sale dates June 23-30 
Includes free installation 
ASTRA-VIEW m Sunroof by RON DURE 
15"x30" 
. . Super Flush Design 
lifetime Warranty against leakage 
Ask for Evan or Larry 
Sunroof Spedalists 
over 15 years installation experience 
Quality Product; Expert Service 
AutoPlus· 
752 Riverside Street, Portland, Maine (207) 797-2497 
Opening soon New Location 
Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine 
~q:Jj I;Jil: 11;; ••• 
The AIDS Project, 48 Deering, 
Portland, lists many support 
groups for PWAs and the lovers 
caregivers and friends of PWA; 
around Portland . For more 
information, call 774·6877. 
Meditation for Women every 
Man at the Quaker Meeting House 
Forest Ave, Portland. Guided 
meditation and ritual. For more in-
formation, contact the Femin ist 
Spiritual Community at 773-2294. 
Psychic Development Class 
at the Portland Spiritual Church , 
180 Sawyer, S Portland. Every Fri-
day at 7:30 pm. Free. For more in-
formation, call 926-4580. 
Aikido at Cathedral of the Immac-
ulate Conception, 307 Congress, 
Portland. Gain strength, flexibility, 
coordination, balance, relaxation 
and concentration. Come observe 
~ class. Free trial class. Tue, Thu, 
and Sat. $40/month . For more in-
formation, call Lifeline at 
780-4170. 
Energy Low? Enerjoy offers 
classes at noon in the Public 
Safety Building and in the 
e~enings at the Reiche School, 
Riverton Community Center. and in 
Falmouth, Freeport, Gorham, 
Scarborough and Yarmouth. All 
summer. All times. $4 per class. 
For more information, call 
797-0484. 
Lifeline Body.hop at USM 
Portland, Campus Gymnasium, 
Falmouth St. Supervised resis-
tance weight training and cardio-
vasc~lar fitness. Ongoing . For 
more information, call 780-4170. 
Casco Bay Movers Summer 
Session at Portland School of 
Ballet, 341 Cumberland, Portland. 
Jazz dance classes. Nine-week 
session begins June 27. For more 
information, call 871-1013. 
Blrdwalk at USM, Baxter Blvd, 
Portland. Meet at the Back Bay 
parkin~ lot, corner of Falmo,utlJ St 
extension and Baxter Blvd. June 
29, 6:30 am. Free. For more infor-
mation, call 780-4076. 
Hlrundo Wildlife Refuge in Alton. 
The Maine Chapter of the Sierra 
Club is planning a half-day trip 
through refuge. July 9. $2 mem-
bers, $3 non-members. For more 
information, call 348-6971 . 
Blrdwalk at Wolf Neck Woods 
State Park with the Maine Audubon 
Society. June 25, 7 am. For more 
information, call 781-2330. 
Low Tide Walk at Kettle Cove in 
Cape Elizabeth led by the director 
of the Gulf of Maine Aquarium. 
June 24, 12:30-1 :30 pm. $3. For 
more information, call 772-2321. 
Cornerstone Geology in Port-
land. Walking tour of urban geol-
ogy . Contact the Maine Audubon 
Society for registration informa-
tion. June 25, 9-12. $10. For more 
information, call 781-2330. 
Canoe Tours of Scarborough 
Marsh, Rt 9 in Scarborough. June 
23, 25, 30, 9:30-11 am; June 23 
28, 30, 6-7:30 pm; June 24, 3: 
4:30. $5/$6. Also at the marsh this 
week, Wildflowers and Wild Edi-
bles-sample some of the plants 
found in the marsh and learn about 
their historical uses, June 29, 
9:30-11 am and Dusk Birding-
evening bird watching, June 29, 6-
7:30 pm. All activities are offered 
at reasonable rates, $1 .50-$3. For 
more information, call 883-5100. 
Guided nature walks and ca-
noe tours at Scarborough Marsh 
Nature Center, Pine Point Rd 
Scarborough. Open to the publi~ 
daily. June 15-Labor Day, 9:30-
5:30 pm. For more information call 
883-5100. ' 
Sea Kayak Lesson on the 
Royal River, Yarmouth. Basic pad-
dling techniques for the new pad-
dler. Saturdays through the sum-
mer. $10. Offered by L.L. Bean . 
For more information, call 865-
4761 x7800. 
Introductory Canoe Lesson 
on the Royal River, Yarmouth. L.L. 
Bean offers a 2-hour session em-
p~asizing basic canoeing tech-
niques every Sunday through the 
summer. $10. For more informa-
tion, call 865-4761 x7800. 
Sit 'n Switch Paddling 
Lessons at Royal River, Yarmouth. 
Relax and canoe, sponsored by 
L.L. Bean, Tue evenings, June 21 
and 28, 7-8 :30 pm. $10. For more 
Information, call 865-4761 x7800. 
Maine Phlllies are out of town. 
Catch the Red Sox for a week or 
two. 
Tyson vs. Spinks on a big TV at 
Civic Center, Portland. June 27, 9 
pm. $25. For more information call 
775-3481. ' 
Basketball at Riverton Commu-
nity Center, 1600 Forest, Portland. 
Drop In. Tue and Thu at 6 pm. Free. 
For more information, call 775-
5451 x300. 
Volleyball at Reiche Community 
Center, 166 Brackett, Portland. 
Drop in. Tue and Thu at 6 pm. Free. 
For more information, call 
775-5451 x300. 
Tennl~ lessons at Deering Oaks 
Park In Portland. Instruction for 
beginners and intermediate play-
ers. Classes begin the end of 
June. $20 youth, $30 adult. For 
more information, call Portland Rae 
at 775-5451 x300. 
Track Instruction being offered 
by Portland Recreation beginning 
the end of June. For more informa-
tion, call 775-5451 x300. 
Golf at D~ering High, Westerly 
"'!ays Dnvlng Range, and River-
Side Golf Course in Portland. In-
struction for 8-18 year aids. June 
27-July 7. Beginners $20· inter-
mediate $50; advanc~d $60. For 
more information, call Portland Rae 
at 775-5451 x300. 
Soccer at Reiche Center, Brack-
ett, Portland. Six-week recre-
ational program. Ages 10-12 on 
Man and Wed starts June 27. Ages 
13-14 on Tue and Thu starts June 
28. Free. For more information, call 
Portland Rec at 775-5451 x300. 
Summer Swims at Portland 
YMCA, 70 Forest, Portland. 
Classes for all ages. Session be-
gins June 27. Prices are reason-
able. For more information call 
874-1111. ' 
Mummlchogs and Marsh 
Muck Exploration for kids ages 4-
8 at Scarborough Marsh, Rt 9 in 
Scarborough. June 24, 9:30-11 
am. For more information call 
883-5100. ' 
For the whole family, a Salt 
Marsh Adventure at Scarborough 
Marsh. June 25, 3-4:30 pm and 
June 28, 9:30-11 am. For more in-
formation, call 883-5100. 
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For older kids Volunteer the time 
away. Camp Fire Day Care the 
Children's Museum, Children'~ Re-
source Center, Big Brother/Big 
Sister, Maine Med, Scarborough 
Marsh and other organizations are 
looking for people to help out this 
summer. For more information, call 
the Center for Voluntary Action at 
874-1015. 
Garfield's "Reading is My Life" 
program at the Portland Public Li-
b~ary . Main library and branches. 
Sign up for summer reading pro-
gram during library hours June 22-
25. Program includes visits from 
clowns and cooking demonstra-
tions. Fun and books, what more 
could you ask for? Free. For more 
information, call 773-4761. 
New England Mammals 
Woodland characters discuss their 
lives as mammals living in their 
natural habitat. The first of the 
"Reading is My Life" program at 
Portland Public Library, Monument 
Square, Portland. June 27, 10:30 
am. Free. For more information 
call 773-4761. ' 
W.te.rcolor Butterflies, Fabric 
Palnllng and Easy Needlecraft are 
the classes being offered during 
June at the Children'S Resource 
Center, 741 Stevens, Portland. 
Tue-Thu. $1 per class. For more 
information, call 797-0525. 
Theater Arts Workshop at the 
Theater of Fantasy, 50 Danforth, 
Portland. Four sessions for chil-
dren ages 8-12. June 27-30, 9 am-
12 noon. Taught by John Saccone. 
$50. For more information call 
761-2508. ' 
Land of Giants at the Pine Tree 
Shopping Center, Brighton Ave 
Portland. Children'S Museum's di: 
nosallr exhibit through Sept 11 . 
Portland Recreation is offering 
several sporting programs this 
summer. See u SPORT. For more 
information, call 775-5451 x300. 
For Bigger People The Chil-
dren's Museum is looking for vol-
u~teers to help out at the Land of 
Giants exhibit as ticket takers 
store salespeople and monitors: 
Time commitment is two days a 
week, two hours a day. Call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015 for more information. 
Vaudeville Revue at Chocolate 
Church, 804 Washington, Bath. 
Fun for all, especially the little 
people. June 29, 6:30 pm. For 
more information, call 442-8455. 
Star GazIng for all ages at 
Southworth Planetarium, 96 Fal-
mouth, Portland. Wed, Fri and Sun 
at 7:30 pm. Special shows for 
groups can be arranged. $2.50 
adult/$1.50 child. For more infor-
mation, call 780-4249. 
Flicks at Portland Public Library 
Monument Square. Every Sat ai 
10:30 am. Free. For more informa-
tion, call 773-4761. 
Summer Film Program at Fal-
mouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt Rd. 
Every Thu through Aug 4. Free. For 
more information, call 781-2351. 
Flicks In Gorham at Baxter 
Memorial Library, South St ., 
Gorham. Every Man and Tue be-
ginning June 27. Free. For more in-
formation, call 839-4653. 
Storl.s and Fun at Prince 
Memorial Library in Cumberland. 
Wed for 2-3 year aids. Thu for 3-5 
year aids. Free. For more informa-
tion, call 829-3180. 
Preschool Story Hour contin-
ues year-round at the Baxter 
Memorial Library in Gorham. Tue-
Wed 10:30-11 :30 am . Free. For 
more information, call 839-4635. 
PAL Program at the S Portland 
P.ublic Library, 482 Broadway. Pic-
niC lunch and stories. Registration 
on June 21. Program starts June 
28. Free. For more information, call 
799-2204. 
Summer ReadIng Club at Fal-
mouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt Rd. 
Children in kindergarten through 
grade 5 will read 12 books. Party 
Aug 17 for those completing the 
program. Free. For more informa-
tion, call 781-2351. 
Day Camps The Portland YMCA 
(874-1111) and YWCA (874-1130) 
offer day camps for children be-
ginning the last week in June. 
• 
BETTER THAN BIG-TIME WRESTLING? 
00 MINUTE 
PHOTO INC. 
Photography Service for 
Amateurs & Professionals 
1-Hour Color Processing 
3-Hour Black & White Processing 
Custom Enlarging 
Dog days beneath The Tree 120 & 220 Developing 
37 Ocean Street 
South Portland, Maine 04106 
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone 
157 Middle Street (Old Port) 
Portland, Maine 04101 
761-2882 Debbie Dolan 
Alan Brown as l(In 
8 LoUIe In "Th -:;;;;.;;;=~~:"' ....... d e tJnJVersal R 
undJe" Playwright D. Travis Stewart . 
is grappling with one of life's 
eternal questions: "Why do 
hundreds of thousands of 
people go to wrestling matches 
and not go to the theater?" 
"Whatdoesa wrestling match 
have?" he asks. "That's what I 
want to bri.ng to the theater." 
Well, the big ticket answer is 
scale and intenSity. Stewart, 
however, is preparing for the 
debut of his two new one-act 
plays and, if the scale isn't ex-
actly Shakespearean, the man 
is honing a distinct knack for 
intensity. The plays - a mono-
logue, "Fido Speaks," directed 
by Paul Kozak, and "Universal 
Rundle," directed by Steve 
Nunns - will be produced at 
The Tree Cafe on Danforth 
Street in Portland Sunday, June 
26, and Monday, June 27. The 
performances begin at 6 pm; 
admission is $2. (For more in-
formation call 774-1441.) 
Beware of the dog, Petronius 
wrote, and Stewart listened 
closely. One part barking para-
noia and one part biting invec-
tive, "Fido Speaks" is a sus-
tained howl from the depths 
of ... well, a dog's life. The story 
line - created retrospectively, 
according to Stewart, from 
material used in his last job as a 
stand-up comedian - involves 
a psychotic stand-up comedian 
who rails viciously against his 
fates and his audience in a 
frenzy of self-loathing. 
"1 thinks comedians are re-
ally bizarre people," notes di-
rector Paul Kozak, whose fa-
vorite comedian in Bill Mur-
ray. "It's a lonely occupation, 
and there are very few good 
comedians. Jim Skiff will play 
the role of the stand-up come-
dian, in the spirit of Lenny Bruce 
at the very end." Kozak chuck-
les, and continued, "Jim has the 
ability to say something mean 
with a smile." 
"I began doing stand-up 
comedy when I was fifteen," 
explains the 22-year-old Ste-
wart, who was voted "Funniest 
Man in Rhode Island" in 1985. 
"As I went along, though, my 
act continued to get darker. In 
'Fido: I wanted to see how 
comically depressed I could 
make the character, how aw-
fully black. I wanted to create 
not just a depressed figure, .but 
a mythically depressed figure, 
on the level of Santa Claus. Like 
the Santa Claus of depression." 







Fine Oriental Rugs 
799-2000 
Millcreek Shopping Center, 50 Market Street So. Portland 
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story of the fall of King Louie, 
"an older man ... of indetermi-
nate race" who has made a 
Mephistophelean deal with the 
powers of darkness. In ex-
change for mastery ofthe blues, 
King Louie (Alan Brown) has 
traded his soul for the "rundle," 
a porcelain toilet seat. Gertrude 
(Susan Monagan) and her 
brother Alfred (John McKenna) 
stumble into King Louie's hid-
den Louisiana swampland 
domain as lost waifs and 
emerge as something much 
stranger. As in "Fide Speaks," '--------------------------' 
Stewart's characters are vivid, 
funny and unsentimental, and 
the search for truth is a darkly 
comic process of peeling away 
lawyers of deceit until a final 
roaring ambiguity is revealed. 
"Universal Rundle was the 
name of my brother's band, and 
yes, it's also the name of the 
famous toilet seat manufac-
turer," admits the playwright 
when pressed about his sources. 
"I think the theater should be 
a place of supreme entertain-
ment," continued Stewart, 
whose play, "White Trash" was 
directed by Suzy Monagan at 
the Portland Stage Company 
One Act Festival in April. "I 
used to write these heavy plays 
that were five pages long - a 
ten-minute experience with a 
few chuckles. Now I'm inter-
ested in something when I hear 
that it's daring, that it's not 
necessarily safe. Not that I'm 
actively trying to be offensive, 
but if there's one thing I'm 
shooting for it's that. 
''I'm trying to create some- N 
thing that's both funny any 
scary. In my work, I want to 
come up with the kind of thrill-
ing feeling that you get when 
you watch and old clip of the 
Beatles - the essence of what 
the whole thing is supposed to 
be about. Like Grateful Dead 
concerts, where you get a sense 
that every one there has some-
thing in common, like the 
Greeks had their mythology." 
Mlchae' Hughe. lives in Portland 
and is learning to play the saxophone. 
lo"'~r lobby 
151 Mlddl~ 5l 
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Dos Locos offers a 
varied Mexican menu, complete with appetizers, 
full meals and a full bar, all at reasonable prices. 
TAKE-OUT available. 
LUNCH MaN-SAT 
DINNER EVERY NIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK 
92 Exchange St., Portland 775-6267 
Custom Country Floors --
Route 302 Westbrook 
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Don and Cheryl Goodrich 
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The Photo Finish 
Maine's only exclusive custom 
black and white processing lab. 
Specializing in: 
Copying old and faded photographs 
Black and white processing and printing 
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Letters frotll lobsterland 
June 23, 1988 
Honorable Parents: 
I am very much enjoying my 
summer here in Maine. 
Portland is very unlike Shi-
nagawa, but perhaps this is one 
of the reasons they are attracted 
to each other as sister cities. 
My American family very 
nice and helpful. They have 
been showing and teaching me 
many things special to Amer-
ica, but especially things that 
are very typically Maine. 
For example, last evening was 
a most enjoyable and different 
time for me. We had lobster for 
dinner. Lobster is something 
very special in Maine. But first, 
let me tell you how to cook it. 
Americans have very funny but 
nice way of doing it. 
My American mother put 
very, very little water in a big 
pot. Then she poured a lot of 
salt in this water. When the 
water came to a boil and there 
was lots of steam in the kitchen 
like in the noodle shops in Ja-
pan, she put the lobsters into 
the pot, one by one. 
Honorable Mom and Pop: 
Portland is a very beautiful 
port city. There are many inter-
esting places to visit and my 
American family has been tak-
ing me around. 
We have had lobster several 
times since my last letter. I got 
up enough to ask my American 
sister why her mother does her 
lobster dance. The answer is 
that my mother is really very 
frightened of putting the lob-
ster into the water and thinks 
the lobster cries out loud. So 
she screams and dances to 
drown out the pain of the lob-
ster. It has something to do with 
feeling guilty, my American 
sIster says. I have told my 
You must understand, dear 
mother and father, that to cook 
lobster you must hold the lob-
ster in the middle of its back (so 
that you will not be pinched by 
thelobster'sc1aws),and then as 
you put it into the pot with very 
little water, you must scream 
and jump up and down. Then 
you quickly put the cover on 
the pot so that the lobster can-
not escape before you put an-
other lobster in to cook. Each 
time my America mother added 
a lobster to the pot she would 
gi ve a high pitched screech and 
do her little dance. I do not 
know why my American 
mother did this. Perhaps it is to 
make the lobsters not unhappy 
to go swimming in boiling 
water. I cannot ask my Ameri-
can mother why she screams 
and dances because I do not 
want to disgrace you by being 
rude. However, when I can find 
out the reason I will let you 
know. 
The lobster, which was green 
when it was alive, js now., in 
death, a beautiful, voluptuous 
red. (Please to see my Ameri-
can vocabulary is getting better 
already after two weeks in 
Maine.) To eat lobster my 
American mother of the fish we 
cut up alive in one of our 
sashimi dishes. 
I am having a wicked good 
time. And I find lobsters wicked 
delicious. 
Your respectful daughter 
Aya 
Althea Kaye now lives in South 
Harpswell. ·She writes and eats all 
sorts of interesting things including 
fugu, akind offish; anago, a type of sea 
eel; and odori, also called dancing 
shrimp because it is served while still 
alive. Post card courtesy of Coastal 
Colour Products, Danvers MA. 
American family gave me a bib 
to put on, like the one you put 
on baby brother when he was 
small. I do not understand this 
custom, because the bib does 
not help when eating lobster, 
because I am sprayed all over 
when I break my lobster in half, 
where the body meets the tail. 
Perhaps the idea for the bib that 
does not keep me from getting 
wet is connected to the screech-
ing and danCing. 
To eat lobster is very messy 
and very complicated. To get 
meat of lobster tail, which is 
then dipped in melted butter 
with lemon, I must squeeze the 
shell (which is very hard) to 
break it. And of course I get 
spray on my face. And in my 
hair. But not on my chest cov-
ered with a bib. 
After lobster dinner I have to 
go and take a shower. My 
American family say I will 
become expert at eating lobster 
this summer and not need to 
bathe afterwards. Maybe 
Lobster is good. 1 think 1 like 
it. But now I wish for tasty dish 
of "fugu" or "ana go" or 
"odorL"" 




AVOID THE HASSLES 
Listen up, renters 
Renters often have black 
marks on their credit records 
that scare potential landlords, 
but there are steps they can take 
to make their applications more 
acceptable. 
The first step is to clear up 
any current credit problems 
before you decide to move. That 
means bringing any car pay-
ments up to date, making sure 
you're not late on credit card 
bills and - most importantly -
paying rent on time at your 
current residence. 
If you have had credit prob-
lems in the past, it's a good idea 
to tell the landlord up front, 
since a credit check will reveal 
them anyway and make it likely 
your application will be turned 
down. 
If you filed for bankru ptcy in 
the past, you should say so. But 
be prepared to offer informa-
tion the landlord can check to 
show your current record is 
dean. 
Before you begin looking for 
a house or apartment, make a 
list of all your current creditors. 
Include the name, address and 
phone number of the creditor, 
the amount you owe and the 
amount you pay each month. 
The list should not only include 
popular credit cards like VISA 
and Mastercard, but also any 
department stores where you 
have credit and your car pay-
ments. 
You should have the name, 
address and phone number of 
not only your current landlord, 
but also the one before that. 
The reason is tha t landlords fear 
- and not without reason - that 
someone stuck with a deadbeat 
tenant will only be too eager to 
have him move on and will say 
whateverisnecessary to get him 
out. 
Some renters have no credit 
accounts, either because oflow 
income or a bad record. If you 
fall into this category, you may 
have to offer some special con-
cessions to get someone to rent 
to you. 
The first thing you can offer is 
an extra security deposit. One 
month's rent is standard in 
many areas - you should offer 
a month and a half or two 
month's rent. 
You can also tell the landlord 
you will pay the rent by certi-
fied check each month. That 
way, he can be assured the 
check won't bounce. 
It helps if you have a steady 
job that you have held for more 
than a year and enough income 
so that the rent does not exceed 
35 percent of your gross 
monthly income. 
Finally, you can offer to take 
a very short-term lease - three 
orfour months - tha t gi ves you 
the option to renew at the same 
rent, providing you make all 
your rent payments on time. 
Renters often have credit 
problems because they have 
lower incomes than the general 
population. 
"Rental housing is increas-
ingly the home of the nation's 
lower income households," the 
Joint Center for Housing Stud-
ies of Harvard University said 
in a recent report. 
The center calculated that 
only 11 percent of the house-
holds with incomes of $50,000 
or more were renters in 1987, 
but the figure jumps to 40 per-
cent for those with incomes 
between $17,000 and $25,000 
and of course is much higher 
for those at poverty-level in-
comes. 
The income is not the sole 
determinant of whether a 
household will have a clean 
credit record. 
Some families with incomes 
exceeding $50,000 tum out to 
be poor risks, too. People in 
transition - di vorce, death of a 
spouse, just graduating from 
college - may have problems as 
well. 
Landlords, especially those 
who screen tenants themselves 
instead of paying a rental agent, 
mustuse instincti ve judgement 
when the numbers are lacking. 
Sometimes, tenants who are 
least promising on paper tum 
out to be responsible and 
trouble-free while those with 
good credentials tum out to be 
horror stories. 
One landlord discovered that 
an mM executive had used the 
carpeted basement ofherrental 
house as a bathroom for his 
dog - all year lor,t; - without 
bothering to clean it up. 
Pamela Reeves writes about sen· 
sible money management and real 
estate for Scripps Howard News Servo 
June 23, 1988 
The PlacfY~3; 
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We Now Carry 
Larger Size Indoor Fol~ge Plants 
Plenty of flowering baskets. 
New Shipments of Austrian Pin~ Colorado Blue Spruce, 
Arborvitae croar, Juniper, Euonymus, PotentiUa, and 
Burning Bush. 
ww Prices· Quanity Discounts Available on 3 or more. 
Since 1950 and 
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• " Gardens :S 1640 Bmadway 
-- So. Portland 
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500 of you 
picked up 
our second issue. 
Thanks! 
Pick us up every Thursday 
at more than 230 great 
Greater Portland locations. 
RICE: THE BREAK-FIX OF CHAMPIONS? 
Tips for -weekend -warriors 
Tired of watching the Sox lose, 
you decide to get out there and 
grab some gusto for yourself. It 
could be any activity: softball, 
tennis, Wiffle ball - even Fris-
bee. Then you sprain your 
ankle. 
You are not alone. Summer's 
heat (and the Sox' lack thereoO 
tends to draw us from in front 
of the television and transform 
us from spectators to partici-
pants in a variety of outdoor 
activities and sports. 
Unfortunately, along with 
this increase in activity is an 
increase in injuries. While many 
injuries are preventable by 
being in good shape before-
hand, many are unavoidable. 
These are caused by an unseen 
pothole, a collision under the 
net, or missed footing on a 
mountain trail. Although mi-
nor sprains and muscle pulls 
usually do not warrant a trip to 
the doctor, there are steps you 
can take to decrease the recov-
ery time and quicken your reo 
tum to activity. 
A simple four-step formula 
for treating minor injuries is 
called RICE. This stands for 
Rest, Ice, CompreSSion, and 
Elevation. 
1. Rest: This means to decrease 
your activity. You do not have 
to become one with the couch 
for two weeks, but a day-old 
sprained ankle usually is not 
up for mowing the lawn or a 
weekend softball tournament. 
As a general rule you can use 
the injured area as long as the 
activity does not cause the pain 
and swelling to increase. 
2. Ice: Applying cold to an 
injury as soon as possible will 
help control the amount of 
swelling in a sprained joint and 
bleedingintoastrained muscle. 
Cold isalsoa very effective pain 
reliever and will allow you to 
move the injured part sooner. 
An ice pack should always be 
applied for 15 minutes every 
hour. If ice is unavailable, a bag 
offrozen peas or corn will do in 
a pinch, as will soaking the part 
in ice water for about 12 min-
utes. 
3. Compression: Wrapping a 
sprain or a muscle pull will limit 
swelling by helping to recircu-
late the extra fluid back to the 
rest of the body. The wrap also 
supports and stabilizes weak-
ened muscles and ligaments; 
thereby decreasing pain and 
preventing further injury. Elas-
tic wraps and supports made 
for specific body parts are easy 
to use and are sold in local phar-
macies and supermarkets. 
Remember not to wrap it too 
tightly or you will cut off the 
circulation. 
4. Elevation: In addition to 
icing and wrapping, raiSing the 
injured area will decrease swel-
ling. You have to elevate it to a 
level higher than your heart so 
the excess fluid can be sent back 
into the circulatory system. 
All four of these steps ex-
plained above can be combined 
by elevating the area and ap-
plying an ice pack over an elas-
tic wrap. You should continue 
to use ice for the first three or 
four days, or until the pain and 
swelling have leveled off or 
when any dark bruising begins 
to fade. At this point you can 
use either ice or heat depend-
ing on your preference. You can 
start exercises to regain move-
ment immediately as long as 
pain and swelling do not in-
crease during or after the exer-
cises. 
If you have not returned to 
full acti vi ty within a week, your 
injury may be more serious than 
you first thought and you 
should see your doctor. And 
then it's back to Sox-watching. 
Eileen O'Neill is a registered physi· 









C LAS S I FIE D 
DESPERATELY SEEKING 
workers I Manpower needs you to. 
help with a surptus-of office and in-
dustrial temporary assignmentsl 
You choose the job and hours. 
Great way to earn extra $$$!I Call to 
register. Manpower Temporary Ser-
vices 774-8258. 
PSYCHOTHERAPIST wanted. 
Expanding group practice seeks 
clinician. Excellent earning poten-
tial. Supervision available. Contact 
Ronald Feintech. Ph.D. Coastal 
Counseling Associates. 535 Ocean 
Ave. 04103. 772-5581. 
WEST END FAMILY seeks 
loving. patient. non-smoking person 
for part-time infant care. 773-0330. 
SUMMER .JOBS Maine People's 
Alliance needs energetic. articulate 
people. interested in progressive 
politics. Work on Maine's toxic 
waste problem. $170-$230 per. wk. 
Call Matt at 761-4400 
WEST END Pine St.. lovely 2 BR 
condo. Parquet floors. dishwasher, 
parking. $595+ Call 774-9303 
<It ~""" . 
.JOBS. FOR RENT and RIDE Since our recording cannot answer Casco Bay Weekly reserves the right 
BOARD classifieds of 30 words or questions (not yet, anyway). it helps if to categorize ads. and to refuse or edit 
less are FREE. you write out your ad before calling. ads due to inappropriate content, etc. 
Other classifieds are just $3 for the 
first 30 words and 15¢ for each addi-
tional word. (Any group of letters andl 
or numbers surrounded by a space 
counts as a word.) 
There are three ways to get your ad in 
Casco Bay Weekly: (1) drop it off or (2) 
mail it to our offices at 187 Clark Street. 
Portland. ME 04102; or (3) call our 
24-Hour Classified Hotline at 
772-6672. 
VOICE LESSONS Are you a be-
ginner or serious singer? Into musi-
cal theater. pop. or rock? Profes-
sionals. amateurs. jingle singers. 
Expand your range and ability. 871· 
7644 
PRIMAL, spiritual. tender. Send 
$5 to : Poetry. Box 201. Cape Cot· 
tage. Maine. 04107. 
HOST an exchange student. Ur· 
gent need for host families for 88-89 
school year. July 15 is deadline. 
Call Share! at 775-0586. 
DRAWING -- learning to see. 
Drawing -- A way of meditation. 
Weekly instruction sessions. Call: 
767-4610. 
Youradand payment must reach us 
by 5 p.m.on Monday of the week you 
want your ad to appear. Payment for 
Hotline ads also must arrive by this 
deadline. Ads must be accompanied 
by your name and phone number for 
verification. No exceptions. 
Your ad will be run for as many weeks 
as you pay for. Free classifieds may re-
peat. but must be called in again for 
each issue. 
OAK ICE BOX 2 door.approx. 4 
112 . tall. original hardware & finish. 
$400. Call 846-4890 (If tape is on 
leave message). 
CELLO Circa 1890. unknown 
maker. beautiful sound. perfect for 
student. hard case included. 
$1200. Call 879-8962 after 5 pm or 
leave message. 
X-COUNTRY SKIS Fischer 
Europa HC 210. Also boots. size 
10. Best offer. Call Monte. 775-
6601. 
We capitalize and bold the first one or 
two words only of each ad. and all that 
follows will be in regular text. Write 
your ad accordingly. No exceptions. 
Classifieds will be sorted into these 
categories: Animals. Biz Services. 
Body & Soul. Cars. For Rent. Home 
Services. Jobs. Notices. Person to 
Person. Real Estate. Recreation. Ride 
Board. Roommates. Stuff for Sale. Yard 
Sales ( ... and more as needed). 
SAIL LESSONS Advanced, ba-
sic. and bareboat chartering 
courses aboard 28'-35' cruising 
boats. Call Casco Bay Sailing Cen-
ter at 774-9774. 
SAILING WOMEN A new 
women's sailing club is now forming 
in Portland. Call Casco Bay Sailing 
Center at 774·9774. 
SUMMER SOCCER. tennis. 
basketbalL.Trying to get a team 
together or find yourself a partner? 
Use the Casco Bay Weekly 
RECREATION classifieds for only 
$3 a week. 
APARTMENT MATE wanted. 
Sunny. spacious Woodfords Cor-
ners. Portland. $150 per month. ' 
Prefer health conscious person. 
871-7028. 
CBW PERSON to PERSON 
classifieds are a cheap. safe. 
confidential way to get in touch with 
the kind of person you want to 
meet. So be daring. be creative. be 
simple. be honest. Be whatever you 
want. but be a Person to Person 
person and you won't be alone. 
NATURE WALKS UNLIMI-
TED is accepting reservations for 
adult and children's group nature 
walks in the Portland area. Call 
Cindy Krum at 774-2441 for more 
information. 
WOOD FORDS AREA huge. 3 
BR. appliances. deck. parking. 
$650 heated. Call 773-3320. 
PEAKS ISLAND Oceanside to 
tranquil inland homes and cottages 
$300-$675/week. Small cottage 
available for summer at $200/week. 
Peterson ReaHy. (207) 772-6992. 
HARPSWELL Summer cottage 
on waterfront. 3BR. screened-in 
porch. living room wlfireplace. rus-
tic artists studio. and deepwater 
dock. Available June-Sept. by sea-
son or month. $2400/month. (207) 
767-2315 
CHEBEAGUE ISLAND cottage 
2BR. near golf. tennis. water taxi. 
Monthly rent. $1500. Available 
through Sept. (207) 846·4600. 
HARPSWELL, MAINE 4 BR. 
gingerbread. Victorian. waterfront 
cottage on private peninsula 
w/panoramic views and deepwater 
dock. Solar kitchen. living room 
wtlireplace. huge porch. Available 
June. July. or Sept. by month only. 
$3200/month. (207) 767-2315. 
SALEM STREET 2 BR. hdwd 
floors. heaVhot water. Sec. & reI. 
$400/mo. Call 772-7320. leave 
message 
RADON GAS mail order test kit 
for air or water. $25 each. Return 
results EPA certified. Char-vial is 
97% accurate. best 48 hour air de-
tector money can buy. Call 773-
8004. ask for Dana. 
M,( COUSIN NI"'h~S READ SOMe J)A~S IN Hell 
SISTER .MA':IBONNe'.s DiARy WHICH r SAID 
WAS SORT OF CRVOD~ ANP SHl> SAID SHuT uP, 
I KNOW YOV'kE' INTERESfED. 
OK, #;1. TIleN IT WAS A MAKE OUT PARTY. 
JOE ..... GOT SHARON} TON9 GoT MAP-G~ AND 
RtCtv,1l0 Gor MA'jSONNE. THEY FRr.NQiED 
IG TIMES TO 1l-IE SoNG "LA-LA MEANS 1: 
l.OVE YOI)." IT WAS BeAUTIFUL. 
-~ .. ----
SHE 5AIO,OI<',#'1) 1-AST FRIOA~ -mE THN-
MER RICHARD Hi'll> A HooKE'j PART,:! ANt) 
MfI':l8oNNE WENT. THE':l HAP BOONES FAP-M 
AfP~€ ,wINE AND MA~8oNNE HE1-D HEf!.. NOSE 
TO PftEVENr iHE 'fASTE AND DRANK A 
F\J1-\' F"'INTSrONES Gl-ASS IN ONE 
Ol<~ 3, RIOIAIl.D SAID FoR MA\j!!ONNE To 
fuT HEP.. wlb~e HAI-ID ON HIS PANTS BUT 
MA'jGoNNe I-\,.P TO eAp.F ANP THeN ~E~ 
jl.iTAtHEIl 'NE~T IN TIlE TOILET. Now SHE 
DOESN'T \(l-IOW IF R'CHA~l> WAS ,JUST USING 
HEIt oR IF HES HEft 8o~F~tEND. 
I SAID 'fo MAP.~!lS AFl.E YOtA GOING TO T'Eu.? 
AND MA~~':IS 5AID TO ME,AP-e ~OLl P-ETAflDf1)? 
At Casco Bay Weekly we respect 
your privacy and want to make sure 
that others will as well. That's why 
we provide our Person to Person 
customers with a confidential 
mailbox service. When we print your 
ad we'll include a CBW mailbox 
number to which responses can be 
sent. All you have to do is pay us $3 
per week for this service and tell us 
whether you would like your mail 
forwarded to you or held at our 
office. where you may pick it up 
between 9 am-5 pm Monday-Friday. 
All correspondence will be treated 
confidentially. 
Customers not using our mailbox 
service MUST provide their own 
BOX NUMBER to wh,ich responses 
can be sent. PHONE NUMBERS 
AND STREET ADDRESSES Will 
NOT BE PRINTED. 
RESPONSES to CBW boxholders 
should bear a CBW box number 
and be addressed to us at 
Casco Bay Weekly 187 Clark St. 
Portland. ME 04102 
FRIENDLY, CARING nature 
lover. SF 39. seeks kind. commu· 
nicative. positive SM friend to 
share outdoors. Enjoys canoeing. 
hiking. biking. swimming. garden-
ing. music. Reply to CBW #101. 
SENIOR CITIZEN Lonely lady 
would like to meet gentleman who 
would like to meet lady. Compare 
interests. CBW #100 
PORTLAND SWM 39.6'2-. tall 
and handsome. I enjoy dancing af- / 
ter dinner. camping. exploring the 
great state of Maine. Would like to 
meet slim·med. SWF Div. One child 
is o.k. No hang-ups please. Similar 
interests. Please write and I'll an· 
swer all letters. Photo appreciated. 
P.O. Box 3665 Ptld. ME 04104-
3665. 
CBW PERSON to PERSON 
classifieds are a cheap. safe. 
confidential way to get in touch with 
the kind of person you want to 
meet. So be daring, be creative. be 
simple. be honest. Be whatever you 
want. but be a Person to Person 
person and you won't be alone. 
BUSINESS SERVICES! Place 
an ad in our classified section any-
time and reach 15.000 readers for 
only $3. 
TYPING I RESUME Secretarial 
Services (by appointment only) 
Cape Word Processing. Call 767-
3946. 
FREELANCE EDITING and 
copywriting. Experienced and com-
mited to quality. 767-1200. 
HAVE YOU just cleaned out your 
attic or your garage. and now you 
need to let people know you've got 
a lot of great stuff to sell? Place a 
classified in Casco Bay Weekly and 
you'lI be chasing people away. Call 
the CBW Classified Hotline: 772· 
6672. 
--." .. '-' "----------
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
(And if you've been able to follow our rules thus far, solving 
the puzzle should be a piece of cake. We apologize for any 
confusion while acknowledging some of our own. The rules now 
are the rules as they will always be. We promise.) 
All entries for this puzzle must be received by 5 p.m. Wednes-
day, June 29. If more than one correct entry is received, first- and 
second-prize winners will be selected by a random drawing. 
First prize is a $20 gift certificate at Alberta's, and second prize 
is a ticket for two for a Longfellow cruise. 
For the June 9 puzzle, 77 entries were received 
(one was from Kentucky), and 60 were correct. 
The winner of the Alberta's gift certificate was 
Shawn Sidelinger of Portland, and the Longfel-
low cruise tickets went to Mr. & Mrs. Gordon 
McOearly of Westbrook (a joint entry). Con-
grats. 
The solution to this Real Puzzle will appear in 
the July 7 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your 
best guess to: The Real Puzzle 
Casco Bay Weekly 
June 9 solulion 187 Clark 5t 
Portland, ME 04102 . ....-• - .4:::::~ , . . ..... . , ..... , 
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2 modular jacks 
6 tumerlspalula 
7 parmesan dispenser 
1 hasp 
12 auclio equalizer 
10 shoe 
:.~~ ·.lllldJi e peeler 11 salely pin 4) 1988 United Feature Syndicate. 
Alfred Hitchcock became a 
household face on television with 
"Alfred Hi tchcock Presen Is" in 
which he introduced each week's 
drama with some of the wittiest, 
most caustic remarks ever heard 
on television. 
Four of his best shows are now 
available on "Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents" (MCA tape and laser 
videodisc, 106 minutes, under$30). 
Each 3D-minute drama is directed 
by Hitchcock and each is unforget-
table: "Lamb to the Slaughter" 
(story ands teleplay by RoaldDahl, 
April 1958, stars Bel Geddes as a 
devoted wife with a most original 
murder weapon); ''The Case 01 Mr. 
Pelham" (December 1955, features 
Tom Ewell in a bizarre case of 
double identi ty); "Banquo'sChair" 
(May, 1959, a kind of ghost story 
only Hitchcock would present) and 
"Black For Christmas" (a John 
Collier story, March 1956, fea tures 
John Williams, the actor who ar:-
peared in more Hitchcock TV and 
film productions than anyone else, 
in a sweetly ironic murder story). 
(A marvelous illustrated guIde 
to Hitchcock's lO-year television 
career is available in a book by 
John McCarthy and Brian Kelle-
her, "Alfred Hitchcock Presents," 
(1) FAT 
~ l\ffAN 
St. Martin's Press, 388 pages.) 
Before he ap~ared on televi-
sion - and after - Hitchcock made 
it a point to sneak into every film 
he made. It became his trademark, 
his inside joke. Only devoted film 
buffs usually recognized him and 
his appearances were often so 
quick tnatonly the sharpest of eyes 
could spot him. 
Now with home video, you can 
find the scene, freeze it orreplay it, 
and capture the master at hIS own 
game. Here's an alphabetical list-
mg of the Hitchcock films avail-
ab1e on home video and scenes to 
look for: 
"The Birds"(l963, MCA tape and 
disc) - Tippi Hedren enters the pet 
shop as Hitchcock is leaving with 
two white terriers. 
"Blackmail"(l929, Kartes tape)-
He's reading a book in the subway 
and a small boy is bothering him. 
"Dial M for Murder"(l954, 
Warner tape) - A sneaky cameo. 
Look at the left side of the class-
reunion photograph. 
"Famify Plot"(l976, MCA tape 
and disc) - Look for his silhouette 
through the door of the Registrar 
of Birth and Deaths. 
"Foreign Correspondent"(I940, 
Lightning-Vestron)-He's the man 
in the hotel wearing a coat and ha t, 
reading a newsyaper and seen just 
after the hero Joel McCrea leaves 
the hotel. 
"Frenzy"(l972, MCA tape) -
Look in the center of the crowd, 
early in the film: He's wearing a 
bowler hat and is not the only one 
not applauding the speaker. 
"I Confess"0953, Warner tape) 
- Just after the opening credits, 
you can catch him crossing the top 
of the staircase, 
"The Lady Vanishes"(l938. Cri-
terion tape and disc) - You have a 
long wait for Hitchcock to appear. 
When he does, he's wearinga black 
coat and smoking a cigarette in 
Victoria Station. 
"Lifeboat"0944, Key) - One of 
the sneakiest appearances - he's 
the "before" and "after" pictures 
in the newspaper ad for Reduco 
Obesity Slayer. 
"The Man Who Knew Too 
Much"0956, MCA tape and disc) 
- A hard one to spot. Hitchcock"s 
back is to the camera. He's watch-
ing the acroba ts in the marketplace 
just before the murder. 
"Marnie"(1964, NCA tape and 
disc) - After Tippi Hedren passes 
by, he enters from the left of the 
hotel corridor. 
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith"(1941, Fox 
Hills tape) - He passes Robert 
Montgomery in front of the build-
in~. 
North by Northwest"(l946, 
CBS-Fox tape and disc) - It's dur-
ing the opening credits. He just 
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"The Paradine Case"(1947, Key 
tape) - He's carrying a cello leav-
ing the train at Cumberland sta-
tion. 
"Psycho"0960, MCA tape and 
disc) - He's wearing a cowboy hat 
and can be seen through Janet 
Leigh's window as she returns to 
her office. 
"Rear Window"0954. MCA tape 
and disc) - He's winding the clock 
in the songwriter's apartment. 
"Saboteur"(1942, MCA tape and 
disc) - You can see Hitchcock 
standing in front of Cut rate Drug-
store as the saboteur's car stops. 
"Spellbound"(1945, CBS-Fox) -
He's carrying a violin case and 
smoking a cigarette as he comes 
out of tfie hotel elevator. 
"Stage Fright"0950. Warner 
tape)-Jane Wyman is disguised as 
Marlene Dietrich's maid. Hitch-
cock is the man who turns to look 
at her. 
"Strangers on a Train"(l951, 
Warner tape and disc) - Another 
musical Signature - Hitchcock is 
carrying a aouble base and board-
ing the train as Farley Granger gets 
off. 
"The 39 Steps" (1935, Criterion 
tape and disc) - When Robert 
Donat and. Lucie Mannheim run 
from the thea ter, you can see Hitch-
cock throwing some litter. 
"To Catch a Thief"(1955, PaTa-
mount tape and disc) - During a 
bus sequence, you can spot hIm 
Sitting to the left of Cary Grant. 
"Topaz"(1969, MCA tape and 
disc) - One of Hitchcock's silliest 
cameos. He is being pushed in a 
wheelchair in an airport. Then he 
gets up from the chair, shakes 
nands with a man and walks off to 
the right. 
"Torn Curtain"(l966, MCA tape 
and disc)- He's sitting in the Hotel 
d' Angleterre lobby with a blond 
baby. 
''The Trouble with Harry"(1955, 
MCA tape and disc) - He walks 
past the parked limousine of an 
old man rooking at paintings. 
"Under Capncorn"(194g-, Vid-
America tape) - Hitchcock makes 
two appearances in the film. First, 
he's wearing a bluecoatand brown 
hat in the town square during a 
parade. Then, about ten minutes 
later, he is one of the three men on 
the steps oftheGovemment House. 
"Vertigo"(1958, MCA tape and 
disc) - He's walking down the 
street in a gray suit. 
"The Wrong Man" (1956, Warner 
tape)-This one's a bitunfair.Hitch-
cock only narrates the film's pro-
lo~e. 
'Young and Innocent"(l938, 
Kartes tape) - He's the one outside 
the courtnouse holding the cam-
era. 
.Joe Saltzman writes on music and 
video. He is chairman of broadcasting 
at the University of Southern Califor-
"niti. 
NOMINATED FOR 3 ACADEMY AWAHDS iI!. 
lower lobby 
151 Middle St. 
Portland, Maine 
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